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1. Introduction1

Sign Languages (SL) are the primary means of communi-2

cation for deaf people all around the world. They are natural3

languages with their own syntax and set of rules that drastically4

differ from oral languages.5

Embodied conversational agents called sign language6

avatars or signing avatars are a promising way to present infor-7

mation to deaf people in their preferred language while preserv-8

ing the anonymity of the signer. Avatars are also more flexible9

and interactive than 2D-video recordings of signers. Indeed,10

editing sign language content is simplified using avatar anima- 11

tions which can be customized to suit the needs of their users, 12

for example by slowing down the stream of signs, changing 13

their viewpoint, or even adapting the appearance of the agent. 14

The great configurability of avatars allows them to be used in 15

various applications, such as interfaces for bilingual dictionar- 16

ies or for translators between a specific sign language and a 17

specific oral language, or recreational learning instances. 18

Depending on the final application, the approaches to gen- 19

erate sign language animations will differ. The creation of an 20

online bilingual dictionary will require the synthesis of isolated 21
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signs in their citation form, i.e. not inflected by a sentence con-1

text. On the contrary, an application of translation into sign lan-2

guage will require a mastery of grammatical rules and the use3

of contextualized and coarticulated signs to generate correct ut-4

terances. In both cases, the isolated signs, like the utterances,5

must be as precise and natural as possible. This survey aims at6

presenting the different steps and various methods that are cur-7

rently used to animate SL avatars whether at a sign or at an ut-8

terance level. This survey does not to cover machine translation9

issues: techniques for translating any oral language into any10

sign language are beyond the scope of this paper. Moreover, we11

focus on the animation of the manual features; a complemen-12

tary survey, dedicated to the animation of facial expressions for13

sign language avatars, was proposed by Kacorri [1].14

The remainder of the article is organized as follows: general15

information on sign languages and on avatars motion are given16

in Section 2. The scientific issues and challenges of signing17

avatar animation are detailed in Section 3. The process of iso-18

lated sign synthesis is described in Section 4. Utterance synthe-19

sis is presented in Section 5. Section 6 presents existing work20

on signing avatars. Finally, Section 7 compares and discusses21

the presented techniques.22

2. General Information23

2.1. Sign Languages24

Sign languages are visual-gestural languages used by an im-25

portant part of the deaf population. While oral languages26

mainly rely on the voice to convey a message and on the au-27

dio channel to receive it, sign languages use different sensory28

channels. The movements of the whole body and facial expres-29

sions are used to produce a message which is interpreted by the30

interlocutors via their visual channels.31

Sign languages are languages in their own right that have32

been developed naturally over time by Deaf1 communities to33

communicate. They have their own vocabulary, called signary,34

and precise grammatical rules. They are rich languages that,35

1We distinguish here the "deaf" and "Deaf" spellings: lower-case "deaf"
refers to the pathological aspects of deafness while the capitalized "Deaf" des-
ignates its cultural dimension [2].

thanks to their visual and gestural aspects, can take advantage of 36

the possibilities of space to tell stories, communicate informa- 37

tion, describe situations with precision, date temporal events, 38

make poetry, jokes, etc. 39

There is not just one universal sign language that would al- 40

low all deaf people around the world to communicate. Sign 41

languages were born naturally from the need to communicate 42

of the Deaf themselves [3]. As a result, there are as many sign 43

languages as there are Deaf communities. Even if many coun- 44

tries present a single official sign language (e.g., French Sign 45

Language, Brazilian Sign Language), there is no direct corre- 46

spondence between countries and sign languages: several sign 47

languages can be present in the same country and one sign lan- 48

guage can extend beyond the borders of a country (e.g., Indo- 49

Pakistani Sign Language). And, like with oral languages, there 50

are regional variants. Moreover, while some sign languages like 51

British Sign Language and New Zealand Sign Language can be 52

considered as dialects of a specific sign language (BANZSL: 53

British, Australian, and New Zealand Sign Language) as they 54

share a common syntax and have a lot of lexical overlaps, others 55

are mutually unintelligible such as, surprisingly, British Sign 56

Language and American Sign Language [4]. Sign languages 57

can differ in their signary (e.g., the sign for [DOG] in British 58

and French Sign Language are very different: in British Sign 59

Language, the signer uses both hands following the movement 60

of the dog’s front legs while, in French Sign Language, only 61

one hand is used and is more akin to the movement of a dog’s 62

tail), in their grammar (e.g., some examples of the differences 63

in the interrogative constructions between 35 different SL are 64

described in [5]), or in the nature and frequency of use of their 65

fingerspelling alphabet (British Sign Language relies on a two- 66

handed alphabet while French Sign Language has a one-handed 67

alphabet). Finally, an international signary exists called Inter- 68

national Sign (IS) that can be used by deaf people who lack a 69

common sign language. 70

2.2. Movement of Avatars 71

In 3D traditional animation, an avatar is represented by a 72

complex 3D mesh in the shape of a virtual humanoid. It can 73
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be animated thanks to a skeleton which is a tree structure com-1

posed of rigid segments (bones) connected by joints. A pose or2

posture is the state of the skeleton at a given time or frame, de-3

scribed by the position and orientation of each joint. The pose4

X(i) of the skeleton at frame i is therefore defined as:5

X(i) = {(pos(i, 1), orient(i, 1)), orient(i, 2), ..., orient(i, n)} (1)

where n is the total number of joints in the skeleton,6

(pos(i, 1), orient(i, 1)) is the absolute position and orientation7

of the root joint at frame i and orient(i, j) with j ≥ 2 is the8

relative orientation of the joint j at frame i.9

A motion M is a sequence of k poses: M =10

{X(1), X(2), ..., X(k)}. Its duration is equal to k ∗ ∆t where ∆t11

is the timestep between two poses.12

Forward and Inverse Kinematics (FK and IK resp.) are the13

main techniques used to synthesize the poses of the avatar. FK14

consists in computing a skeleton pose from the explicit speci-15

fication of the position or orientation of all the joints. IK, the16

inverse problem, traditionally consists in computing the orien-17

tations of the joints of an articulated chain in order for some18

joints (often its end-effectors) to reach specific positions or ori-19

entations. Different kinds of constraints, among which joint20

limits, may be added to the system to eliminate physiologically21

impossible solutions. In order to have a constant ∆t, in-between22

poses for a given frequency can be interpolated.23

Standard file formats, like BVH or FBX, are designed to24

record motions. Generally, the skeleton’s hierarchy is speci-25

fied and the corresponding sequence of poses is stored in the26

form of a sequence of numerical values. The FBX format can,27

in addition, store the 3D mesh of the avatar as well as other28

features.29

This paper focuses on the skeleton motion synthesis in the30

case of sign language generation. The skinning and rendering31

steps, which consist in computing the deformation of the 3D32

model and in displaying the resulting animation are beyond the33

scope of this paper.34

3. Linguistic Background and Challenges 35

A sign is a lexical unit of sign languages as is a word to oral 36

languages. An utterance is close to the concept of "sentence" 37

in oral languages: it is composed of signs, performed sequen- 38

tially or at the same time (co-occurring signs), and presents the 39

statement of an idea. 40

Sign and utterance synthesis are two inherently different pro- 41

cesses as sign synthesis is the process of generating the skeletal 42

animation of an isolated sign while utterance synthesis consists 43

in the animation of a whole sign language sentence and there- 44

fore requires a more extensive knowledge of sign language lin- 45

guistics and involves different mechanisms than the generation 46

of isolated signs. Sign language grammar must be taken into ac- 47

count in order to produce a consistent sign language utterance. 48

In this section, two linguistic approaches are presented. They 49

integrate the main linguistic mechanisms of SL and can be used 50

to animate signing avatars. The first one, the parametric ap- 51

proach, applies to a phonological level and is mainly used for 52

the synthesis of isolated signs. The second one characterizes 53

the sign inflection mechanisms. It addresses the more variable 54

aspects of the language at a lexical level and should be particu- 55

larly taken into account during utterance synthesis. 56

3.1. The Parametric Approach for Isolated Sign Synthesis 57

3.1.1. Sign Language Phonology 58

Sign language phonology is born from the need to give a 59

structure to SL and, this way, to make a parallel between signed 60

and oral languages. In oral languages, phonemes are units of 61

sound that compose words and make it possible to distinguish 62

one word from another. Minimal pairs are two words that have 63

an identical pronunciation except for one phoneme. Minimal 64

pairs are used to determine the phonemes relative to one lan- 65

guage. For example, the words "tad" and "dad" compose a mini- 66

mal pair that illustrates the existence of two separate phonemes, 67

/t/ and /d/ in English. 68

Moreover, the existence of a phonological system leads to the 69

validation of the double articulation principle [6]. This princi- 70

ple claims that human languages can be segmented on two lev- 71

els: a first level linking an element with a meaning (in oral lan- 72
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guages, a word is the element of minimal size for the first level)1

and a second level composed of distinctive units without mean-2

ings (the phonemes). Here again, SL phonology constitutes a3

way to create a bridge between oral and sign language linguis-4

tics. In the case of SL, the parametric approach states that a sign5

is a sequence of discrete values taken by SL phonological com-6

ponents. These components often refer to five elements, three7

of which (the hand configuration, the hand placement and the8

hand motion) have been described in 1960 by Stokoe [7], one,9

the hand orientation, was specified in 1978 in the work of Bat-10

tison [8] while the non manual features were later added to the11

definition:12

1 - Hand configuration corresponds to the overall shape of13

the hand characterized by the disposition of the fingers. Each14

configuration corresponds to a discriminating and meaningful15

posture of the hand (see Fig. 1). Researchers do not agree16

on the number and nature of hand configurations. For French17

Sign Language (LSF), Cuxac lists 39 configurations [9]2 while18

Boutora identifies 77 configurations [10] and Millet 41 [3].19

Fig. 1. Hand configurations: the 32 configurations of the Sign3D project
[11].

2 - Hand placement is the location of the hand in the sign-20

ing space or on the body of the signer. Depending on the field21

of study, it is defined differently. In linguistic studies, hand22

placement, also called anchoring [3, 12], is often the global area23

where the sign is produced (neutral space in front of the signer,24

eyes, hand palm, etc.) in its citation form [13, 14, 15] (also25

called "uninflected form" [16], i.e. deprived of any syntactic26

2His list identifies up to 41 hand configuration counting the hand configura-
tion alternatives. He specifies that it is not a "closed inventory".

context). For the computer animation community, it can either 27

designate the precise Cartesian coordinates, or the discrete area 28

where the hand is positioned at a precise time. When Cartesian 29

coordinates are used, the hand placement often changes during 30

the realization of a sign. When discrete areas are used, the hand 31

placement may vary depending on the sign and the granularity 32

of the partition of the signing space (see Fig. 2). 33

Fig. 2. Hand placement: example of a discretization of the signing space
(extracted from [17]).

3 - Hand movement represents the trajectory of the wrist 34

over time. Contrary to discrete placement or hand configuration 35

which take a value in finite sets, hand movement is continuous 36

and can represent any trajectory. 37

4 - Hand orientation is defined by the direction of the hand 38

palm and of the palm normal (see Fig. 3). It is strongly con- 39

strained by the hand movement and the human physiological 40

limits. However some minimal pairs distinguished only by the 41

orientation exists (e.g., in LSF, [MAISON] (house) and [DE- 42

MANDER] (to ask) are such a minimal pair; their configura- 43

tion, movement and placement are similar while the hand ori- 44

entations are different: in [MAISON], the direction of the palms 45

is upwards while in [DEMANDER], the palms are oriented to- 46

wards the interlocutor in front of the signer.). 47

Fig. 3. Hand Orientation: definition of the axes.

5 - Non-manual features (NMFs) include the facial expres- 48

sions, the mouthing, the gaze and torso direction. NMFs and, 49
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particularly, the facial expressions, have many functions in SL:1

(i) they are often considered (but not always [3]) as a phono-2

logical component ([GAGNER] (win) and [DOMMAGE] (too3

bad) in LSF are a minimal pair only distinguished by the facial4

expression: the first is done with a happy expression while5

the second is done with a sad expression), (ii) they can also6

express the affect (surprise, fear or anger hues can be added7

to the message with the adequate facial expression), or (iii)8

have syntactic roles (e.g., a raise of the eyebrow can indicate9

a question while a swelling of the cheek can add information10

about the width of an object). Those functions can co-occur11

in signs and utterances and must be managed in synthesis12

systems [18].13

14

A sign is therefore a sequence of values taken in parallel15

by each of these components in finite sets (hand configuration,16

hand placement) or infinite sets (hand movement, hand orien-17

tation). However, while in vocal languages, words are formed18

with a simple sequence of phonemes, in sign languages, com-19

ponents take on values simultaneously in addition to having a20

sequential aspect. To designate this particularity, we refer to21

sign languages as multilinear languages [19].22

3.1.2. Challenges for Sign Synthesis23

The construction of signs following the parametric approach24

consists in creating signs from scratch by combining, on one25

virtual character, the phonological parameters whose values26

have been fixed. In this case, we consider that a sign is the27

exclusive result of the values taken by its parameters.28

This approach mainly aims at creating signs with relatively29

stable parameters. We are therefore more interested in signs in30

their citation form, i.e. without a syntactic context. This context31

can be added in a second step, as described in Section 3.2.32

The parametric approach is beneficial for movement synthe-33

sis and signing avatar animation because the decomposition of34

language into atomic elements allows each component to be35

treated independently before synchronizing the different chan-36

nels, and this theory offers a way to represent a language pro-37

duction in the form of a sequence of targets to be reached.38

However, the implementation of a phonological recombina- 39

tion system raises some challenges: 40

Definition of a corporal mapping between the phonological 41

elements and the set of joints (i.e. the channel) of the model to 42

be animated. Indeed, if we want to assign the value taken by 43

a phonological parameter to an avatar, it is necessary to define 44

a mapping between the parameter in question (e.g., the hand 45

configuration) and the articulations affected by this parameter 46

(e.g., the fingers joints). 47

Representation of the objective. In order to specify the sign 48

to be synthesized, the values taken by the different parameters 49

of the sign must be made explicit. This representation can, in 50

addition, contain information on the synchronization of the ele- 51

ments between the body channels. 52

Intra-channel coarticulation. During the realization of a 53

sign, the change from one parameter value to another (e.g., a 54

hand configuration change) must be managed in order to have a 55

smooth and realistic motion. 56

Synchronization of the body channels. To obtain the de- 57

sired meaning, the channels must be synchronized precisely. 58

On a given channel, the determination of the precise timing to 59

reach the different values is important. In addition, relative syn- 60

chronization between the different channels is also essential to 61

obtain both a semantically correct sign and a realistic move- 62

ment. 63

3.2. Sign Inflections for Utterance Synthesis 64

When synthesizing utterances, the form of some signs will 65

vary to take the context into consideration. This is called the 66

sign inflection. Two types of inflections are distinguished: in- 67

flections due to the illustrative nature of SL often referred to as 68

iconic mechanisms (Section 3.2.1) and inflections using spatial 69

referencing (Section 3.2.2). 70

3.2.1. Iconic Mechanisms 71

Sign language iconicity refers to the similarity between the 72

sign and what it designates (resp. the signifier and signified of 73

Saussure [20]). 74
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In his work, Cuxac [9] states that LSF3 has two modes of1

production: (i) a non-illustrative one based on signs in their2

citation form (called standard signs by Cuxac) whose gestu-3

ral execution is relatively invariant and (ii) an illustrative one,4

called structure of great iconicity, using different spatiotempo-5

ral mechanisms to describe a scene, an object or an animal.6

We describe hereinafter three illustrative mechanisms of SL:7

Size and Shape Specifiers consists in using the hand config-8

uration, wrist orientation and amplitude of motion to describe9

the shape and size of an object. For example, [TO GIVE] will10

not be performed with the same configuration and orientation11

in the sentence "I give you a book" (configuration of the ’duck’s12

beak’ representing thick flat objects) and in "I give you a glass"13

(configuration of the ’C’ representing cylindrical objects) (see14

Fig. 5). In addition, the amplitude of the motion is often used15

as a size specifier, as shown on Fig. 4.16

Fig. 4. Iconicity on the LSF sign [BOL] (bowl): the size of the bowl corre-
sponds to the amplitude of the motion.

In Proforms, also called classifiers predicates, the hand con-17

figuration and movement embody the depicted situation, object,18

or person. More precisely, it consists in using a particular hand19

configuration representing an object (e.g., a flat hand for a car)20

or a person (the index finger raised for a standing person or bent21

for a sitting person) and a movement (or a simple placement) of22

the hand to show the movement performed by (resp. the loca-23

tion of) the object. For example, two flat hands moving forward24

with one hand behind the other one will depict two cars driving25

in a line. Proforms are used to describe a scene vividly, accu-26

rately and with few signs. Thus, a sentence like "Two persons27

are crossing a street." can be signed much more richly using28

the possibilities of proforms than with the corresponding unin-29

3Cuxac research on LSF can be applied to many SL.

flected signs: details on the precise nature of the walk, on the 30

position of the two persons with respect to each other, or on the 31

size of the street can be given much more naturally and intu- 32

itively using proforms. 33

Role shift designates the impersonation by the signer of the 34

person, animal or object that he is talking about in order to de- 35

scribe its behaviour. In role shift, the whole upper part of the 36

body of the signer is involved. For example, a character’s gait 37

can be accurately described by using the arms of the signer to 38

represent the legs of the described thing. The movements per- 39

formed can be very subtle (a subject with a slight or severe limp 40

will not be signed in the same way). 41

3.2.2. Spatial Referencing 42

The placement of entities inside a scene, their referencing, 43

or the creation of interactions between those entities can be 44

achieved through the variation of the hand placement or of the 45

motion trajectory. We present below two of such spatial refer- 46

encing inflections: 47

In indicating verbs, the trajectory or motion path, of some 48

signs can change according to the relation between the de- 49

scribed entities. The hand movement corresponding to the verb 50

[TO GIVE] in the sentence "I give him" will not be performed 51

in the same direction as the same verb [TO GIVE] in the sen- 52

tence "you give me" (see Fig. 5). 53

Fig. 5. Indicating verbs. Hand movements and configurations for the sen-
tences "you give me a glass" (left) and "I give him a book" (right).

Pointing gestures consist in using the hand (often, the tip of 54

the index) to designate an entity or a location. It can be used 55

to indicate the subject(s) or object(s) of an action ([I], [YOU], 56

[THIS ONE]) or to associate virtual objects to 3D locations 57

in the signing space to give a relative placement of one object 58

with respect to the other (in the context of a description for 59

example) or for a future referencing of these objects [16]. 60
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1

These inflected structures, whether iconic or using spatial ref-2

erencing, are consistently present in SL discourses and are es-3

sential in situations of scene description or storytelling.4

3.2.3. Challenges for Utterance Synthesis5

To highlight the difference between sign and utterance syn-6

thesis, we can do a parallel with oral languages. In many lan-7

guages, words have a different form when they are isolated and8

uncontextualised than when they are used in a sentence: verbs9

are conjugated and some words are put to the singular/plural10

form, for instance. Moreover, when pronouncing words, speak-11

ers make a liaison between the end of some words and the be-12

ginning of the following. More generally speaking, the pronun-13

ciation of a word will slightly impact the pronunciation of the14

neighbouring words: it is the coarticulation mechanism. The15

same mechanisms exist for sign languages.16

Isolated sign synthesis mainly aims at building signs for17

bilingual dictionaries or educational applications. The signs18

are uncontextualised and need just to be in their citation form.19

Utterance synthesis is mainly used for machine translation20

systems to accurately express an oral language sentence in a21

given sign language (e.g., between German and Swiss German22

Sign Language [21] or between English and Irish Sign Lan-23

guage [22]) and for storytelling. Whether for translation or sto-24

rytelling, the form of some signs is influenced by the context:25

both signs in their citation form and inflected signs should be26

used. Indeed, the signs in their citation form are not enough27

for utterance synthesis: a simple concatenation of those signs28

to create an utterance does not do justice to the richness of SL29

and can generate incorrect utterances. The targets that must be30

reached in space will vary with respect to the context even if the31

signs have similar gloss denomination. The multiple variations32

of illustrative signs must be taken into account just as well as33

the fixed citation form of signs.34

Many challenges of the synthesis of inflection mechanisms35

are specific to the mechanisms involved. However, we list here36

some issues that are common to all iconic mechanisms.37

Context awareness: the context of the signs must be taken38

into account to build inflected signs. For instance, as mentioned 39

above, indicating verbs take a different form when put into an 40

utterance. Another example are proforms or classifier predi- 41

cates which take advantage of the hand configuration and move- 42

ment to embody an object or a person. They are used to describe 43

an infinite number of situations and are not suited for isolated 44

sign synthesis but are very interesting in utterance synthesis. 45

Space representation: the signation space is an area in front 46

of and around the signer in which he/she can place the entities 47

of his speech. In this space physically limited by the signer’s 48

reaching capabilities, he/she will be able to describe an infinite 49

and constantly changing space. Interestingly, space will also be 50

the carrier of temporal information: a movement of the torso 51

backwards or forwards makes it possible to place events in the 52

past or the future. When doing motion synthesis, the appropri- 53

ation of the signing space requires the definition and naming 54

of 3D areas around the signer. The creation of sign language 55

content for avatar animation requires this discretization of the 56

signing space. 57

Coarticulation: in SL, coarticulation effects are character- 58

ized by the influence of one sign on the adjacent signs [23]. 59

Coarticulation is expressed both in the transitions between the 60

signs and in the inflection of each sign to take into account its 61

previous and following signs. To have a more natural sign lan- 62

guage flow, the transition motion between signs must be gen- 63

erated carefully [24]. As coarticulation results in a smoother 64

motion with some spatial targets not reached, some synthesis 65

systems loosens their trajectory constraints to obtain more real- 66

istic motions by taking coarticulation into account [25]. 67

4. Isolated Sign Synthesis 68

Isolated sign synthesis consists in generating the motion cor- 69

responding to signs deprived of contextual information. Iso- 70

lated sign synthesis mainly aims at building uninflected signs 71

for bilingual dictionaries, educational applications or very sim- 72

ple utterance generators using concatenative synthesis. 73

In the field of sign synthesis, work on the synthesis of signs 74

in their citation form is more common than work on the synthe- 75

sis of inflected signs for several reasons: signs in their citation 76
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form exist in a limited number and are listed in dictionaries,1

their description in a notation system often already exists (e.g.,2

HamNoSys [26], see Section 4.1) and they have an almost direct3

equivalent with words in oral languages. These signs can be de-4

fined by a set of fixed values taken by phonological components5

of SL following the parametric approach.6

Three techniques are used to synthesize isolated signs: the7

keyframe, procedural, and data-driven techniques. The first8

consists of a specification of the key poses of the skeleton, the9

second in an automatic computation of the motion while the last10

uses motion capture data to produce realistic gestures. To spec-11

ify the features of the sign to be generated, the three techniques12

need a representation of the synthesis objective.13

We first present, in Section 4.1, visual representations and14

parametric notations of signs that can be used to manually spec-15

ify keyframes. Then, in Section 4.2, we survey the different16

computer-friendly representations of signs that are directly used17

in procedural animation and, potentially, in data-driven pro-18

cesses. All the different sign representations are compared in19

Table 1. Finally, Section 4.3 presents the existing synthesis20

techniques.21

4.1. Linguistic Representation of Signs22

In order to synthesize a sign, a representation of the synthesis23

objective is needed. For isolated signs which are mainly syn-24

thesized following a parametric approach, the representation25

should highlight the structure and, possibly, the values taken26

by the phonological elements during the sign production. The27

spatiotemporal aspect of sign languages makes exhaustive rep-28

resentation of signs a complex problem involving researchers29

both in the linguistic and in the computer animation fields. We30

present here the representations mainly used by the linguistic31

communities to study signs.32

4.1.1. Visual Representations33

Visual representations are straightforward ways to represent34

signs. It consists in representing the signs on a 2D canvas by35

being as faithful as possible to the actual sign. Drawings and36

video recordings are two common visual representations.37

Signs are motions specified both in the 3D space and in time: 38

in a drawing, the use of arrows and of different types of con- 39

tour (e.g., dotted line or fine line) allow for a partial repre- 40

sentation of those dimensions on a 2D paper. However, this 41

schematic representation depends on the interpretation of the 42

user and on the skill of the artist. Drawings are an ambiguous 43

representation that often needs to be clarified with annotations. 44

Fig. 6 is extracted from a French Sign Language (LSF) text- 45

book. It shows a drawn representation of the sign [HELLO] 46

complemented with annotations about the hand motion, the fa- 47

cial expression and the hand configuration. As a consequence of 48

this ambiguity and of the impractical aspects of 2D drawing for 49

computerization, this type of representation cannot be directly 50

used as a computer formalization for animating an avatar. 51

Fig. 6. The sign for [HELLO] in LSF. To remove any ambiguity of the 2D
drawing, some annotations are added to describe the motion, the facial
expression and the hand configuration.

Videos recordings are another, more precise and exact rep- 52

resentation of signs that is very popular in the linguistic com- 53

munity to store and study SL signs and utterances4. Videos do 54

not allow for signer anonymity but are very efficient to record 55

the dynamics of signs. Nevertheless, a video recording alone 56

eliminates the depth information and imposes a point of view 57

on his viewer. Like drawings, it lacks flexibility and its format 58

is not suited for automatic computer synthesis. 59

Those visual representations may be attractive due to the in- 60

tuitive understanding of the sign structure and dynamics that 61

they provide. Their visual format are suited to the manual def- 62

inition of keyframes by graphic designers. However, their am- 63

biguities and format makes them hardly suitable to be used as a 64

sign representation in an automatic animation engine. 65

4Elix is an example of video-based dictionary for French Sign Language
https://dico.elix-lsf.fr/
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4.1.2. Gloss Representation1

Another straightforward way to describe sign language is to2

use a gloss representation or "glossing". Glossing consists in3

associating one or more words of an oral language to a sign. It4

is used by linguists to annotate SL videos. No gloss standard5

exists (which is a recurrent impediment to obtain consistent an-6

notated corpora [27]) but, as a convention for this paper, we7

will designate glosses using brackets and uppercase letters (i.e.8

[GLOSS]). A sequence of glosses is not a translation but the9

oral language description of a sign language utterance: for ex-10

ample, a sentence glossed as "[YOU][LIVE][WHERE?]" will11

be translated as "Where do you live?". Furthermore, a sign may12

not have a one-word equivalent in an oral language. In this case,13

the corresponding gloss can contain more than one word (e.g.,14

[TO GIVE] may be used in different contexts, such as in the15

gloss description: "[TO-GIVE-A-PAPER]" or "[TO-GIVE-A-16

GLASS]".17

The way to execute a sign is not indicated in the gloss de-18

scription. Therefore, few animation systems can choose to rely19

exclusively on a glossing description of the desired SL produc-20

tion since it implies the presence of a motion database anno-21

tated on the same gloss-level as the specification like in [28]22

for motion capture data or in [29] for hand-crafted animation5.23

As a consequence, isolated sign animation systems need an-24

other, lower-level sign representation to achieve the actual mo-25

tion synthesis.26

4.1.3. Parametric Notation and Writing Systems27

The most obvious way to transcribe a language is writing.28

For oral languages, alphabets or syllabaries are common ways29

to describe the sounds that can be produced in a spoken utter-30

ance. Each character is assigned a sound and the concatenation31

of characters forms new sounds that result in words and sen-32

tences when spoken out loud. The transcription of an entire33

language is possible using a finite number of letters (using the34

native writing system or other transcription alphabet such as the35

Pı̄nyı̄n notation for Chinese language).36

5Glosses can however be used to sequentially specify a full utterance (see
more detail in Section 5.1.1).

The conception of a similar transcription system for signed 37

languages is the focus of many studies. The written represen- 38

tation of the linguistic production is called a notation system. 39

As mentioned in Section 3.1, signs can be decomposed into 40

linguistic components that can be seen as phonemes (the 41

work of Friedman is an example of a phonological analysis of 42

American Sign Language [30]). Parametric notations propose 43

to decompose signs into a combination of those components 44

and to assign a value for each one from a finite set of possible 45

values. However, due to the spatiotemporal aspect of the 46

language, the assignment of a finite number of characters to the 47

description of the whole set of possibilities of the language is 48

not an easy task. The parametric notations that are presented 49

in this section aim at discretizing the continuous concepts that 50

are space and time in order to find the optimal transcription of 51

sign language. Some questions are often raised, such as the 52

partitioning of the signing space, the number of possible hand 53

configurations, or the way to represent kinematic behaviours 54

(acceleration, deceleration, etc.). 55

56

In 1825, Auguste Bebian, looking for a notation system for 57

sign language, is the first to define the signs as a combination of 58

elementary components [31]. However, due to "The Milan Con- 59

ference" of 1880, which promoted the oral education of deaf 60

people in Europe at the expense of sign languages, research 61

concerning sign language writing was stopped until the impor- 62

tant work of Stokoe in 1960. Stokoe [7] defined three linguis- 63

tic components: hand configuration, hand placement and hand 64

motion (see Section 3.1). His work on a sign language tran- 65

scription system resulted in the Stokoe’s notation [32] which 66

describes the ASL signs using a combination of those three 67

components: the sign location is called tabula or TAB, the hand 68

configuration is designator or DEZ and the hand motion is sig- 69

nation or SIG. Each component is specified using a limited set 70

of symbols. Hand orientation and non-manual features (NMF) 71

(mainly facial expressions) were later added to complete the 72

definition [8] but only hand orientation was incorporated to the 73

notation. The notation merely describes the signs without tak- 74
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ing into account the intent of the signer: even if the two hands1

perform a symmetric gesture, the hand configuration of each2

hand will be described (in Fig. 7, we can see the symbols Bˆ3

repeated twice, one for each hand).4

Later, the Hamburg Notation System or HamNoSys [26]5

was developed to palliate those limitations. It includes the four6

components of the Stokoe’s notation and some facial expres-7

sions. The variety of possible values for each of the compo-8

nents makes HamNoSys a much more complete notation sys-9

tem. It was designed to be language-independent and extensi-10

ble to new linguistic mechanisms. It can better handle some11

SL mechanisms like symmetry (the symbol .. at the beginning12

of the transcription in Fig. 7) and can be transcribed in a lin-13

ear way using computer Unicode symbols. However, it is still14

limited in terms of non-manual features.15

SignWriting [33] is based on a dancing gestures transcrip-16

tion and constitutes a more graphical and intuitive notation of17

SL. It integrates some facial expressions, body movements and18

even iconic signs (see Fig. 7). Hand configurations and orienta-19

tions can be defined using a limited set of symbols but the place-20

ment of the hands with respect to the body is indicated only in a21

relative manner thus leaving some ambiguities. It differs from22

the two previous notations in the sense that it was designed to23

be used by deaf people as a writing system and not by linguists24

or researchers as a notation system. It is SL independent and is25

taught in deaf classes around the world [34]. Other writing sys-26

tems exist for different sign languages (like "SEL" for Brazilian27

Sign Language [35]) but none as popular as SignWriting.28

Stokoe’s notation, HamNoSys and SignWriting focus on deal-29

ing with the representation of the static components of SL but30

fail to represent the dynamics of signs and synchronization of31

the different components.32

The temporal aspects of SL were thoroughly studied in the33

work of Johnson and Liddell. In 1989, they introduced the34

Movement/Hold model [36] where signs were defined as an al-35

ternation of static poses (Hold) and dynamic transitions (Move-36

ment) between two consecutive poses. Then, between 2010 and37

2012, they defined the Sign Language Phonetic Annotation38

Fig. 7. The sign for [HOUSE] in American Sign Language using the Stokoe,
HamNoSys and SignWriting notation systems. The sign is shown on the
avatar on the top-left corner.

(SLPA) [37] which relies on the Posture-Detention-Transition- 39

Shift (PDTS) classification. This classification uses two timing 40

features to distinguish between the four classes, called segments 41

or timing units. The first timing feature is the static/dynamic 42

nature of the segment. In static segments, one or more SL com- 43

ponent(s) (hand configuration HC, orientation FA, placement 44

PL, non-manual features NM) is stable during a finite amount 45

of time while dynamic segments are transitions from one static 46

segment to the following. The second timing feature is the 47

transient/deliberate quality of the motion during the segment. 48

This feature mainly impacts the duration of the segment. A de- 49

liberate segment will have a significantly higher duration than 50

a transient segment. More precisely, the four types of timing 51

units are the Posture (static and transient), the Detention (static 52

and deliberate), the Transform (dynamic and transient) and the 53

Shift (dynamic and deliberate) segments. The SLPA has the par- 54

ticularity of transcribing a sign using a table: the timing units 55

are represented in the columns whereas the articulatory com- 56

ponents are described on the lines. An "∞" symbol designates 57

a change in the articulatory features. Fig. 8 shows the SLPA 58

transcription of the word [CHICAGO] in ASL. 59

4.1.4. Phonetic Codings of Hand Configurations 60

To describe the hand configuration, the phonetic and the 61

phonological systems must be distinguished. In phonological 62

systems such as Stokoe’s notation, SignWriting or HamNoSys, 63
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Fig. 8. The sign for [CHICAGO] in American Sign Language using the
SLPA notation system (table based on [37]). The sign [CHICAGO] draws
a "7" in the signing space with a ’C’ hand configuration. The three place-
ments PLi correspond to the three inflection points of the "7".

the hand is seen as a whole and a name or a symbol is assigned1

to a hand configuration. In phonetic systems, the disposition2

of each finger or even each finger joint is specified to describe3

a particular hand configuration. Phonetic codings have been4

defined by the linguistic communities to describe hand configu-5

rations in an exhaustive and generic way. For the same reasons,6

such low-level descriptions are interesting to automatically syn-7

thesize hand configurations. Two examples of such codings are8

presented hereinafter.9

Fig. 9. The coding of the ’T’ hand configurations with the SLPA and the
PMHC phonetic codings.

In addition to the temporal aspects, the SLPA introduces a10

phonetic coding for the hand configurations [38, 39]. Indeed,11

in Fig. 8, HC1 represents a hand configuration that stays stable12

during the execution of the sign but it gives no indication on the13

nature of the hand configuration. The SLPA coding of the hand14

configuration was defined in order to precisely describe those15

hand configurations. The position of each finger is described16

by indicating if each joint (3 joints of each finger + 2 joints of17

the thumb) is flexed (f or F with respect to the intensity of the 18

flexion) or extended (e or E). The position of the fingers with 19

respect to each other are noted with a particular symbol (e.g., 20

"=" if the fingers touch each other, "<" if they are separated). 21

The description of the thumb position with respect to the other 22

fingers is placed at the beginning of the specification (U for 23

"unopposed", O for "opposed" and L for "lateral"). Additional 24

notations describe the type of contact between the fingers. The 25

SLPA phonetic coding is thus exhaustive but its exhaustiveness 26

makes it a complex system, hard to use in practice. A more 27

user-friendly version of the SLPA could be defined by reducing 28

the number of degrees of freedom and introducing anatomical 29

knowledge to eliminate anatomically impossible hand configu- 30

rations [40]. 31

Another phonetic coding of the hand configurations, the 32

Prosodic Model Handshape Coding (PMHC), was proposed 33

by Eccarius and Brentari [41]. Each configuration is coded 34

based on (i) the detection of sets of selected fingers – groups of 35

fingers that are the most relevant for the configuration and that 36

share a state (or joint configuration) – more than one group can 37

be identified (separated by ";"), (ii) the determination of the 38

state of those sets of fingers (e.g., curved "@", bent "[", crossed 39

"x" or extended by default), (iii) the determination of the state 40

of the non-relevant fingers (extended "/" or flexed "#") and, (iv) 41

the specification of the thumb position. It uses the standard 42

ASCII characters to represent the hand features and different 43

sign languages were studied to design the system making it a 44

generic and extendable system. Fig. 9 shows the coding of two 45

hand configurations with the SLPA and the PMHC. PMHC is 46

more compact than SLPA but it lacks its precision. 47

48

While the visual representations can be taken advantage of by 49

graphic designers to manually define the key poses of a skele- 50

ton, the notation and writing systems are rarely used as such by 51

the computer animation community. They are useful systems 52

for SL linguistic analyses but lack the precision needed to syn- 53

thesize motions. Phonetic codings of hand configurations, also 54

defined in the linguistic fields, provide detailed descriptions of 55
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the SL hand configurations and could potentially be integrated1

in a specification language. In order to animate SL avatars, SL2

notation systems have therefore been used as a basis to design3

SL specification languages and scripts that can directly be ex-4

ploited to create signs automatically.5

4.2. Scripting Languages for Sign Representation6

Scripting languages have been designed to specify the signs7

in a way directly understandable by a computer. Those lan-8

guages have been developed by the computer animation com-9

munity but are often based on linguistic sign representations10

(see Table 1 for a comparison of the different sign language11

representations).12

4.2.1. Descriptive Languages Based on Existing Notation Sys-13

tems14

Descriptive markup languages are used to describe and struc-15

ture a document or a data set. Among them, the eXtensible16

Markup Language (XML) describes the data in a way that is17

understandable both by the humans and the computers. It is18

commonly used to describe natural languages and is suited to19

the specification of signs as it can integrate the information of20

existing notation systems in a computer-readable language.21

The SignWriting Markup Language (SWML) [46] is an22

XML version of SignWriting and has been designed to allow23

storage and processing of sign language files. The structure24

corresponding to a sign, called a signbox, contains the exact25

same information as the SignWriting transcription of the sign.26

Consequently, it does not overcome the limitations of SignWrit-27

ing, namely the ambiguities of the hand placement and the time28

management.29

Similarly, SiGML was initially an XML version of the Ham-30

NoSys transcription system [47]. This language was developed31

within the European projects ViSiCAST and eSIGN that pro-32

mote Deaf access to information [48]. Contrary to SWML, it33

was designed with the prospect of animating virtual signers,34

this is why some aspects of SL, like timing or very precise35

orientations, can be specified in SiGML and not with Ham-36

NoSys. Moreover, the PDTS classification of Johnson & Lid-37

dell was later added to SiGML in an extended version of the38

language [42] additionally providing an explicit timing control, 39

synchronization between elementary motions and a direction 40

specification in various contexts. It is one of the most advanced 41

existing sign language specification for SL synthesis. 42

A parametric description of signs based on an XML version 43

of the Movement/Hold model of Johnson & Liddell studies 44

was also designed by Amaral et al. [49] in order to animate an 45

avatar using Brazilian Sign Language to translate textbooks for 46

educational purposes [50]. 47

48

However, XML version and extension of existing notation 49

systems do not have the monopoly of sign representations. Ded- 50

icated programming languages can also be used to depict signs. 51

4.2.2. Programming Languages for Sign Synthesis 52

The definition of a programming language for synthesizing 53

SL implies the specification of a dedicated lexicon and syntax 54

to be used in subsequent instructions. Such languages are often 55

defined for a specific animation engine and are less generic than 56

descriptive languages but offer more freedom and flexibility to 57

the programmer. 58

In an early work, Lebourque et al. [51] defined QualGest, a 59

high-level specification language dedicated to LSF that takes 60

into account the four manual parameters (hand configuration, 61

placement, motion and orientation), called gestems. 62

To specify the hand placement, they use a discretization of 63

the signed space, including the definition of: (i) a set of 64

directions (defined from the three main planes – sagittal, 65

frontal and horizontal–, plus two intermediate planes), (ii) of 66

amplitudes (proximal, medial, distal and extended), and, (iii) 67

of body positions. Movements are defined using a finite set 68

of predefined primitives (pointing, straight-line, curve, ellipse, 69

wave, or zigzag), parameterized by a set of starting, ending 70

and, if needed, intermediary locations. Hand configurations are 71

defined, using 5 basic hand configurations (angle, hook, spread, 72

fist, stretched), completed by modifiers. Hand orientation can 73

be specified in a relative or absolute manner from two hand 74

directions (palm and metacarpus). All the different values 75

taken by the parameters can be specified by meaningful terms 76
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Table 1. Comparison of the sign representation.

Category Name Fidelity
Temporal

aspects, syn-
chronization

Non manual
features Flexibility Understandable

by a computer

Visual
Representation

Drawings 3 7 3 7 7
Video recordings 33 33 33 7 7

Parametric
Notation

Stokoe [32] (3) 7 7 (3) 7
HamNoSys [26] 3 (3) (3) (3) (3)
SLPA [37, 39] 3 3 7 (3) (3)

SignWriting [33] 3 (3) (3) (3) 7

Scripting
Language

SiGML (extended) [42] 3 3 (3) (3) 33
QualGest [25] 3 3 7 3 33
Losson [43] 3 3 (3) 3 33
Zebedee [44] 3 3 7 33 33

EMBRScript [45] 3 3 3 (3) 33

Fidelity: absence of ambiguity, fidelity to the original movement, precise description of the sign, preservation of the intent of the signer.
Temporal aspects, synchronization: the dynamics of the movement is specified, the synchronization between the different channels is managed.
Non manual features: the status of non-manual components (facial expressions, gaze, etc.) is specified/visible.
Flexibility: the ease with which the representation of a sign is modified to take into account the context of the sentence. A purely visual representation

will make the transformation fastidious while some linguistic representations are highly flexible.
Understandable by a computer: it can be reused as it is at the input of an automatic synthesis engine.

or numerical values. Even if non-manual channels are not taken1

into account in this description, other interesting information2

about the symmetry of the two arms, the synchronization3

between the dominated/non-dominated arm or the number of4

repetitions of elementary gestures can be added, thus indicating5

the intent of the signer. Moreover, coarticulation mechanisms6

can be added to the synthesized motion.7

8

Similarly, Losson defines a sign description where signs are9

divided into atomic gestures called shifts [43]. Again, the four10

Stokoe’s parameters are used to determine the characteristics of11

the shifts: initial and final configurations of the hand, orienta-12

tion and placement, and nature of the movement. Hand motions13

are specified using displacement primitives (straight line, arc or14

circle) and the location of the targeted destination of the hand15

(plus the equation of a plane in which the displacement takes16

place for arc and circle trajectories). The primitives can be aug-17

mented with secondary movements, contact zones or modifiers.18

To describe the hand configurations, the behavior of the thumb19

is considered separately from the other fingers (similarly to the20

hand configuration coding of SLPA). Repetitions in the move-21

ment, synchronicity properties of the hands, symmetry or anti-22

symmetry characteristics, or relative placement of the hands can23

be specified. In addition, Losson’s representation uses a para- 24

metric computer language that allow the specification of sign 25

inflection mechanisms (size and shape specifiers, spatial refer- 26

encing). Fig. 10 shows an example of Losson’s specification for 27

the sign [CHIMNEY] in LSF using two shifts. 28

Fig. 10. Example of Losson’s description for the sign [CHIMNEY] in LSF
(avatar and code extracted from [43]).

In QualGest and Losson’s approaches, the time does 29

not explicitly appear in the SL specifications, whereas the 30

EMBRScript is based on the explicit specification of key 31

poses in absolute time, allowing a fine temporal control of 32

the animation [52]. It was originally designed to describe the 33

motions of Embodied Conversational Agents (ECA) and was 34

extended to be applied on SL avatars by adding new hand 35

configurations, facial expressions and gaze directions [45]. It 36

specifies the low-level animation data of the k-pose-sequence, 37

a sequence of key postures corresponding to a sign. 38
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1

While the previous specification used a phonological defini-2

tion of signs, Zebedee is a sign specification language based on3

a geometrical definition of signs [44]. Geometric constraints on4

points, vectors or surfaces replace the set of parameters usually5

used (hand configuration, orientation, placement). The Zebedee6

model separates signs into two types of temporal units, follow-7

ing the Movement/Hold model of Liddell and Johnson [36]: the8

key postures when the parameters of the motion reach a stable9

state and transitions in-between two consecutive key postures.10

One of the advantages of this description model is that it can11

also represent signs with inflections by modifying the geometri-12

cal constraints describing the sign (e.g., the difference between13

[BIG BALLOON] and [SMALL BALLOON] in Zebedee will14

be done by changing the radius parameter). Zebedee captures15

both the temporal and the spatial constraint of sign languages.16

Furthermore, the geometric nature of the language can highlight17

the structure of signs. Fig. 11 shows the representation of the18

sign for [BALLOON] in LSF with the LIMSI avatar performing19

the sign.20

Fig. 11. Example of the representation of the sign for [BALLOON] in LSF
with the Zebedee language. The left (resp. right) image is the initial (resp.
final) position of the LIMSI avatar (avatar and code extracted from [44]).

4.3. Synthesis Techniques21

The sign representations described in the previous sections22

constitute the first step of the synthesis of isolated signs. The23

choice of a synthesis technique is the next step to achieve a24

meaningful animation.25

4.3.1. Keyframe Techniques 26

Keyframe synthesis is the most straightforward technique 27

to generate the animation of an isolated sign. An animation 28

is a sequence of avatar poses displayed at a given frequency. 29

Some poses may be more relevant than others – e.g., the state 30

of the avatar at the beginning and end of a sign, or the pose 31

describing an inflection point in the hand configuration. Those 32

key poses, associated with a time tag, are called keyframes 33

and a special attention should be paid to their description. 34

Keyframe animation consists in describing the pose of an avatar 35

for each keyframe, the transitions between those keyframes is 36

then automatically computed by interpolation. 37

38

Hand-Crafted Animation. In hand-crafted animations, the 39

specification of the keyframes is done manually. 40

3D traditional animation consists in setting the avatar in 41

a specific pose at different frames of a timeline using a spe- 42

cialized animation software such as Autodesk Maya [53] or 43

Blender [54] and the knowledge of human anatomy and mo- 44

tion. Different joint angles values are tested and the best values 45

are selected for a particular pose of a particular sign. The pro- 46

cess is fastidious and cannot be generalized to other signs. The 47

early work of Shantz [55] in 1982 which is considered to be 48

the first work on sign language avatar animation [56], used this 49

technique. 50

3D rotoscoping is a particular instance of 3D traditional 51

animation. It is used to produce realistic movements from 52

video footage. It consists in posing over a projection of a video 53

recording of the animated scene using a 3D animation software. 54

55

Examples of avatars relying on hand-crafted keyframes: 56

• Paula of DePaul University is an American Sign Language 57

avatar that partially relies on traditional animation and on 58

the PDTS classification [57, 58]. 59

• The Italian Sign Language avatar of the university of 60

Torino is animated using hand-crafted keyframes [59, 60]. 61

• Elsi, a French Sign Language avatar designed by the 62
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LIMSI laboratory to be exhibited in French train stations,1

is based on 3D rotoscoping [29, 61].2

• The work of Irving et al. [62] proposes to synthesize signs3

by defining its keyframes in a parametric way according to4

the Stokoe parameters. Each hand location, configuration,5

movement and orientation can be described very precisely6

using sliders in a graphical interface.7

• The Turkish Sign Language avatar of Yorganci et al. [63]8

uses an original approach: the torso and arm motions, the9

facial expressions and the hand configurations of the avatar10

are manually modelled separately and are combined in or-11

der to generate signs, leading to a parametric and some-12

what generic creation of signs.13

Hand-crafted techniques can give precise results depending14

on the skill and choices of the artist. Indeed, he or she is the one15

in charge of determining the keyframes to be reproduced, the16

missing frames being deduced using interpolation techniques.17

However, this is a laborious task and, for the particular appli-18

cation of sign language synthesis, the designers must be expert19

both in 3D-modeling and in sign language, a combination that20

can be hard to find.21

Automatic Keyframing. The tiresome 3D-modeling work can22

be avoided by using the sign specification of key postures of23

Section 4.2 to automatically compute the key poses of the24

avatar. Indeed, a lot of those specifications define signs as a25

sequence of static and dynamic segments intuitively leading to26

a key postures/interpolation definition of signs. They can be the27

basis for the definition of spatiotemporal targets for the avatar28

joints leading to keyframe animation.29

A typical approach is to define the hand configuration(s) of30

a key pose using forward kinematics (FK) by referring to a31

look-up table where the joint angles of the hand corresponding32

to each hand configuration are listed. The position of the wrist33

or the palm of the hand is determined using the placement34

descriptors of the chosen sign representation and the angles of35

the arms are computed using the result of an inverse kinematics36

(IK) algorithm (see Fig. 12 and Fig. 13). The motion between37

two keyframes is synthesized using different interpolation 38

methods applied to the joints angles. 39

40

Fig. 12. The hand motion synthesis process for automatic keyframing tech-
niques. An inverse kinematics system is used to compute q(tk), the state
of the skeleton at discrete time tk corresponding here to the timestamp of
the keyframes, from X∗(tk), the desired position of the hands at tk . To ob-
tain q(t), the state of the skeleton at time t, the intermediary poses of the
skeleton between each tk are interpolated.

Examples of avatars relying on automatic keyframing: 41

• Grieve [64] used an adaptation of the Stokoe notation for 42

the ASCII characters (the ASCII-Stokoe notation) to place 43

its targets. 44

• The work of Papadogiorgaki et al. [65] is based on the 45

SignWriting Markup Language (SWML). 46

• The avatars of Krnoul et al. [66] and Fotinea et al. [67] are 47

based on the HamNoSys notation. 48

• Symbolic representation is also used by the VCom3D 49

company to animate the commercial avatars of their Sign 50

4 Me application [68]. 51

• The avatar of Delorme [69] relies on a segmentation of the 52

motion in terms of key postures and transitions, as defined 53

in the Zebedee specification system. 54

• In the EMBR avatar of Kipp et al. [52, 45], the skeleton 55

key poses are described at a gloss level using the EM- 56

BRscript. The transition between two poses is smoothened 57

by enhancing the interpolation with temporal modifiers. 58

• Losson & Vannobel [70, 56] used an analytical approach to 59

compute the hand configuration, placement and movement 60

of their avatar using Losson’s specification of signs. 61

Keyframe animation creates a precisely controlled motion, 62

both temporally and spatially, which is very important for sign 63

language animation. Indeed, signs have to be generated care- 64

fully to keep their meaning. However, keyframe techniques, 65
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Fig. 13. Automatic keyframing typical process for the sign [WHAT?] in ASL. 1 : HamNoSys notation of [WHAT?]. 2 : Resolution of the hand configu-
ration with FK. 3 : Computation of the keyframes and placement of the hands over time based on the HamNoSys notation. 4 : Combination of the hand
configurations and of the hand placement using IK.

whether manual or automatic, while providing consistent ani-1

mations, are often characterized by robotic motions as interpo-2

lation between keyframes does not always convey the kinematic3

properties of natural motion.4

4.3.2. Procedural Techniques5

Instead of relying on keyframes techniques where only key6

poses are computed, procedural techniques automatically syn-7

thesize every pose of an avatar resulting in the generation of a8

continuous motion. The procedural models involved are also9

driven by a sign representation and solve either inverse kine-10

matics or dynamics problems. Moreover, procedural techniques11

can be used to add realism to the generated animation regardless12

of the motion synthesis technique used.13

Continuous Motion Synthesis. To counter the limitations of14

keyframing/interpolation techniques which do not guarantee15

fluid and human-like motions, procedural approaches use kine-16

matics or dynamics control loops in order to generate continu-17

ous motion. Those approaches are still based on sign represen-18

tations which define discrete spatio-temporal targets at the task19

level. A continuous motion is created in order to reach those20

targets.21

Automatic keyframe animation uses IK algorithms as a way 22

to obtain joint angles for a given keyframe without taking into 23

account the possible intermediary solutions of the IK problem; 24

only the output of the IK model is thus exploited. Conversely, in 25

procedural techniques based on IK, the motion of the skele- 26

ton is generated by the intermediary postures obtained from the 27

chosen iterative IK method through an IK-based control loop 28

with optional biomechanical or neuromimetic constraints (see 29

Fig. 14). The motion is thus fully generated by IK: no interpo- 30

lation is used and, depending on the method, the automatically 31

generated motion may appear smoother and less robotic than 32

the motions resulting from automatic keyframe animation. Fur- 33

thermore, constraints on the trajectory of the joints can be di- 34

rectly integrated in the IK-based control loop to include coartic- 35

ulation effects [71, 72], or biomechanical synergies [73]. How- 36

ever, if the animation is computed automatically, the quality 37

of the successive postures cannot be guaranteed (possibility of 38

instabilities or unrealistic trajectories), and it is difficult to tem- 39

porally control the process. Therefore, the resulting animation 40

may be less precise than automatic keyframe animation using 41

IK. 42

While kinematic animation focuses on the motion and 43
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Fig. 14. The hand motion synthesis process for IK-based procedural tech-
niques. At each time step, the difference ∆X between the targeted X∗(tk)
and the actual position and orientation of the hand X(t) is computed to
serve as input to an inverse kinematics system. A small displacement of all
the skeleton joints ∆q is computed, thus estimating the state q(t) of the sys-
tem at time t, and applied to the skeleton, thanks to a forward kinematics
system.

trajectories themselves, dynamic animation concentrates on1

forces. Instead of guiding the gesture like in the kinematic2

case, it consists in modeling the forces that lead to the motion.3

Therefore, it is a powerful tool to obtain realistic reaction when4

interacting with the environment. Although the physically5

based simulation of avatars in which the forces of interaction6

between different parts of the body are simulated would be7

relevant for signing avatars, this raises issues of precision,8

interaction, and real-time. In particular the physically based9

animation of hand movements is still an open problem in the10

field of computer animation. The degree of accuracy required11

for sign languages, both in terms of complex manual configu-12

rations, simulation time, and multi-segment interactions is not13

yet reached. Therefore, most techniques developed for signing14

avatars have focused on kinematic animation which allows to15

reach both the precision of the animations essential for the16

hands and the fluidity of the movements. To our knowledge,17

no work has been dedicated to exclusive dynamic animation18

for the application of sign language synthesis. Still, some19

work takes advantage of the realism provided by dynamic20

controllers combined with IK (see Fig. 15).21

22

Fig. 15. The hand motion synthesis process for dynamics-based procedural
techniques. First, q∗(tk), the desired state of the skeleton at discrete times tk
is computed from X∗(tk), the desired position and orientation of the hands,
using an inverse kinematics system. Then, at each time step, the difference
∆q between the desired state of the skeleton q∗(tk) and the actual state of the
skeleton q(t) is computed to serve as input to an inverse dynamics system.
A force Γ is computed and applied to the skeleton, thanks to a physical
system, to obtain q(t).

Examples of avatars relying on continuous motion synthesis:23

• GessyCA [25, 72], the synthesis engine based on 24

QualGest, takes as input a discrete sequence of weighted 25

spatio-temporal targets to produce the motion. Both the 26

hand movements and the hand configurations are gener- 27

ated with a sensorimotor IK-based control loop includ- 28

ing the modeling of biomechanical synergies and a neu- 29

romimetic sigmoid function. Furthermore, by taking into 30

account coarticulation effects in the optimization process, 31

phonetic targets implicitly contain information from the 32

past and future context, leading to the generation of a more 33

human-like motion. 34

• In the VISICAST project [74], a dynamic model coupled 35

with IK targets is defined: each joint is represented as a 36

control system for which the controlled variable is the an- 37

gle of the joint. Joints are virtual masses whose acceler- 38

ation is proportional to the force computed to reduce the 39

error between the current angle and the desired angle of 40

the joint. The trajectory of the arm motion is computed 41

using IK and the angles deduced by IK are then fed to the 42

controllers as reference angles. 43

Adding Realism Through Procedural Means. Automatic 44

keyframing and continuous motion synthesis techniques are a 45

convenient way to produce sign language animations. How- 46

ever, even using kinematic or dynamic controllers, they are of- 47

ten characterized by unrealistic motions as sign specification 48

languages seldom take into account the non-semantically rele- 49

vant part of sign language which conveys the natural-looking 50

aspect of motion. 51

In order to add some realism to the animation, some mecha- 52

nisms can be implemented. One of the preferred techniques is 53

to add some small human imperfections to the avatar animation 54

to avoid too stiff postures or too perfect performances. Adding 55

noise, ambient motions, autonomous behaviors ensuring 56

breathing motions, or modifying the timing of the motion on 57

the different channels are recurrent methods used to improve 58

the realism of avatar motions. Signal processing techniques 59

based on motion capture data analysis can also be used to 60

improve the realism of avatar motions [58]. 61
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1

Examples of avatars using procedural means to add realism:2

• In the ViSiCAST project [74], noise, damping and am-3

bient motions (small random eye / head / torso motions)4

have been added to reduce the robotic and unnaturally stiff5

movement inherent to their dynamics-based model.6

• A small de-synchronization of the hands during the per-7

formance of symmetrical signs has been added to the Irish8

Sign Language avatar of Smith et al. [75].9

• In the EMBR project of Héloir & Kipp [52], an au-10

tonomous behaviour ensuring breathing and some natural11

movements like blinking as well as blushing effects has12

been implemented.13

• To liven the avatar Paula, noise has been added to its14

movements [76].15

However, even if various techniques are implemented to16

overcome the limitations of synthesis techniques based on17

synthetic models, they can not compete with data-driven18

synthesis techniques in terms of realism.19

20

4.3.3. Data-Driven Sign Synthesis21

Data-driven synthesis techniques use captured motions to an-22

imate an avatar. They are less exploited than hand-crafted or23

procedural synthesis techniques even though they provide a24

high level of realism that can hardly be achieved by procedu-25

ral means.26

Motion Capture (MoCap) is used to record the position of27

markers placed on a human being performing a motion. The28

position and orientation of the human’s joints is then deduced29

from the MoCap data during the post-processing step.30

Fig. 16 describes the offline motion database creation pro-31

cess. In this section, we are only interested in the synthesis32

methods based on a MoCap database. However, the annotation33

step which consists in dividing the continuous flow of motion34

into smaller segments (segmentation) and labeling those seg-35

ments, directly impacts the motion synthesis. This step is neces-36

sary and fundamental for the editing process. For SL gestures,37

it aims both to identify linguistic features, and to find precise 38

temporal boundaries between linguistic units. The challenges 39

raised by the annotation issues are presented in [77] and [28]. 40

Manual annotation is a fastidious task whose automation has 41

been widely investigated [78, 79, 80]. 42

Fig. 16. The offline sign database creation process. The motion database
contains the MoCap data while the annotations constitute the semantic
database.

Currently, MoCap is used by research labs more for anal- 43

ysis (MOCAP1 and Signaire 3D [81], two corpora of the 44

LIMSI laboratory in France or Lu & Huenerfauth’s work [82] 45

for example) than for synthesis purposes (SignCom [83] and 46

Sign3D [28] projects) [84]. Indeed, MoCap does not only sup- 47

ply motion sequences to be played back on an avatar, it also 48

provides material to be analyzed and from which motion fea- 49

tures and motion invariants can be extracted and potentially re- 50

injected into the animation process. 51

It is technically impossible to capture all the signs in all the 52

possible contexts due the size of the SL vocabulary, the mul- 53

tiple inflection mechanisms of signs and sentences in SL, the 54

need for various Deaf participants, and time and memory con- 55

straints. Therefore, synthesizing signs using a limited set of 56

pre-recorded signing sequences is the major challenge of data- 57

driven techniques. Three main approaches exist to create iso- 58

lated signs using motion capture data: 59

1. Play-back: the captured data can be played-back without 60

modification, 61

2. Editing: new motion can be created by editing existing 62

motion data, 63

3. Machine Learning: new data can be synthesized using 64

knowledge from MoCap data via machine learning ap- 65

proaches. 66

Regardless of the chosen synthesis technique, data-driven 67

synthesis involves motion retrieval. It consists in choosing 68

and extracting the best motion(s) for a particular application 69
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among a set of motions. It can be done by (i) directly querying1

the motion features (e.g., see Kapadia et. al. [85] for motion2

retrieval of non linguistic motion using Laban movement3

analysis), or (ii) using a textual search in a semantic database4

containing the annotation of the motion [83, 86]. In this second5

case, the retrieval process relies on a management system6

database, separating the two levels of representation (semantic7

symbols and raw motion data) (see Fig. 17). This is the most8

straightforward technique as the motions of sign language9

are semantically meaningful. However, motion feature query10

remains interesting to decide between several motions with the11

same annotation label [87], or to extract motions at a finer level12

than gloss.13

14

Fig. 17. Semantic motion retrieval.

Assuming that the quality of the captured database and post-15

processing is correct, the play-back of a pre-recorded sign16

will give an accurate and realistic motion. Indeed, the main ad-17

vantage of MoCap technologies is that it preserves the human18

qualities of motion. The motion and dynamics of the gener-19

ated sign will therefore be perceived as natural and credible,20

thus increasing the acceptance of an avatar driven by such a21

method [88]. However, while this technique can be used to22

generate new utterances by concatenating existing signs as we23

will see in Section 5.2.1, the generation of new signs, not ex-24

isting in the original database, or the editing of a sign in order25

to adapt it to a new context are not the objectives of the play-26

back approach. The utterances produced using this technique27

are therefore limited by the number and variety of the recorded28

data.29

The existing database can also be augmented by editing the30

pre-recorded motion using synthetic animation techniques. For31

example, in [83], some signs are created by inverting the di-32

rection of the hand motion or by modifying the hand config-33

uration of an existing sign. The sign [DARK] in French Sign34

Fig. 18. The Sign360 application of MoCapLab [89, 90].

Language can be created by inverting the hand trajectory of the 35

sign [LIGHT] (see Fig. 19) whereas the object of the sign [TO 36

GIVE] can be modified by changing the hand configuration (see 37

Fig. 5). 38

Motion warping is also a motion editing technique that 39

can be applied to add variability in sign language generation. 40

It consists in altering a motion of the database by changing 41

its trajectory while keeping the kinematic properties of the 42

motion [91]. This is a promising technique for data-driven 43

synthesis of SL, but so far little work has been dedicated to the 44

development of this technique. Another approach, Dynamic 45

Time Warping (DTW), can be used to introduce temporal 46

variability in the sign language production. This technique 47

can be used: i) as an elastic distance to retrieve motions in the 48

database; ii) as a synthesis process to stress/compress the edited 49

motion; iii) as a process to generate style transfer whether at a 50

phonological level [92], or at an utterance level [93]. In terms 51

of style transfer, Gerard, the avatar of [94], could generate 52

stylized sign sequences in LSF by learning the time warping of 53

other recorded sequences. As data-driven techniques, motion 54

warping and DTW ensure natural-looking kinematics of the 55

resulting movements. However, the realism of the transformed 56

and edited movements has still to be verified with respect to 57

the generated postures and the meaning of the synthesized 58

sentences. 59

60

Machine learning methods are another way to reuse and 61
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Fig. 19. The inversion of the hand trajectory transforms the sign [LIGHT]
into the sign [DARK].

generalize motion data. It relies on the captured data to extract1

knowledge and models that can provide new plausible and2

contextualized movements. Carreno et al. [95] present a very3

thorough survey on motion synthesis based on machine learn-4

ing methods. For the particular case of sign language synthesis,5

Huenerfauth et al. [16] studied and synthesized directional6

verbs like [ASK], [MEET] or [SEND] using MoCap data of SL7

performances from fluent signers as a training data set to learn8

their synthesis models.9

10

Examples of data-driven avatars:11

• Tessa [96], a British Sign Language avatar, and Si-12

mon [97], a Sign Supported English6 avatar both take ad-13

vantage of the play-back technique.14

• Play-back of signs in Swedish Sign Language was also15

done by Alexanderson et al. [98], but the main concern16

of their work was the study of motion capture and skeleton17

reconstruction.18

• The Sign3D project combines both play-back and sign19

synthesis editing techniques [28].20

• For commercial applications, Sign360 of the French com-21

pany MoCapLab presents a French Sign Language avatar22

driven by pre-recorded gestures [90, 89] (see Fig. 18).23

Data-driven synthesis techniques are effective ways to pro-24

duce natural looking motions. However, the quality of the re-25

6Sign Supported English (SSE) : the signs from British Sign Language are
used in the order that the words would be spoken in English. It is a code and
not a language as the grammar used is the one of English.

sulting avatar animations depends on the granularity of the an- 26

notation and on the size and content of the initial corpus. Edit- 27

ing techniques to generate new signs are still rare in the SL 28

animation field. 29

5. Utterance Synthesis 30

In the previous section, we reviewed the processes and tech- 31

niques for isolated sign synthesis. This section is dedicated to 32

the synthesis of full utterances. An utterance is a set of co- 33

occuring and/or sequential signs, that represent the statement 34

of an idea. It is close to the concept of "sentences" in oral lan- 35

guages. Utterances are composed of signs in their citation forms 36

and of inflected signs (see Section 3.2). 37

5.1. Utterance Representation 38

Since an utterance is composed of a set of signs, it is possible 39

to take advantage of the representations of the signs seen in Sec- 40

tion 4.1 and in Section 4.2 to specify an utterance. However, a 41

simple concatenation of these signs in their citation form would 42

be incorrect in the same way that a sentence without conjugat- 43

ing the verbs would be incorrect in oral language. It is important 44

to take into account the grammar and semantics of SL in order 45

to inflect the signs that need to be inflected and to coordinate 46

the different body channels of the avatar. First, we describe 47

four challenges of the representation of an SL utterance and 48

show, using examples, how the representation by a sequence 49

of glosses may be inadequate. Then, we describe and show the 50

advantages and disadvantages of four utterance representations. 51

5.1.1. Limitation of the Representation with a Sequence of 52

Glosses 53

Many machine translation systems describe an utterance as 54

a simple sequence of glosses. As the order and nature of the 55

signs is given by this representation, it is suited to concatenative 56

synthesis provided the presence of a sign database annotated on 57

the same gloss-level as the specification. 58

However, utterance representation is a complex problem for 59

which a sequence of glosses is not the appropriate solution as 60

co-occurrences of signs are common phenomena. The main 61
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challenges of utterance representation are listed here. We illus-1

trate each challenge with an example that highlights the limita-2

tions of the gloss representation.3

Non Manual Features (NMFs) synchronization. Facial expres-4

sions, gaze and torso directions are channels that are sometimes5

not coordinated with manual movements in order to add syntac-6

tic or contextual information to an utterance.7

The direction of the torso, shoulders and gaze, for example,8

are often used in role-shift cases (see Section 3) and are not9

synchronized to a particular sign. In this case, the signer takes10

the role of the person, animal or object he/she is describing11

or whose words he/she is telling. If he/she repeats a dialogue12

he/she has heard between a person A and a person B, A’s state-13

ments can be transmitted with a movement of the shoulders,14

chest and gaze to the left, while B’s statements will be reported15

with a movement to the right. These movements are associated16

with the whole statements and not with a particular sign. It is17

therefore an overlay at the statement level.18

Similarly, negation can be made with a repeated movement

of the index finger (sign [NOT]) but is often supported by neg-

ative headshake that can begin before and end after the sign

[NOT] itself. For example, the sentence "I don’t dance" can be

represented by the following gloss sequence:

[I][DANCE][NOT] (2)

A signer will often make the negative headshake from the19

beginning of the [DANCE] sign until the end of [NOT] (see20

Fig. 20). However, the representation by a sequence of glosses21

as shown in (2) does not provide this information. The22

[DANCE] sign is not affected by the negative aspect of the sen-23

tence, which can result in incorrect sentences in synthesis. One24

solution is the use of parameterized glosses in which contex-25

tual information is provided. Parameterized glosses are used by26

various researchers [99, 3, 100] but no standard exists.27

Thus, (2) would become:

[I][DANCE_not][NOT] (3)

Where [DANCE_not] and [NOT] include the negative head-28

shake. But even so, the movement of the head would be29

synchronized on each of the signs and not on the whole 30

{[DANCE][NOT]} as it should be. Glosses, simple or param- 31

eterized, result in an over-synchronization (the synchronization 32

is carried out on too many synchronization points) at the gloss 33

level. 34

Fig. 20. Example of the the sentence “I did not dance”. Top: the cor-
rect synchronization between the signs performed with the hands and the
NMFs. Bottom left: the result of a simple sequence of glosses. [DANCE]
does not include the negative headshake. Bottom right: an example of
over-synchronization with parameterized glosses.

Co-occurrence of Signs. In addition to the desynchronization 35

of the NMFs, two signs can be performed at the same time 36

with one sign or part of a sign being held while the next sign 37

is performed. This situation often occurs when using pro- 38

forms/classifiers to describe a scene. Indeed, the aim is to show 39

the position and action of one entity in relation to another. 40

It is a slightly different case from the synchronization of 41

NMFs where the channels involved had little or no impact on 42

the realization of the signs. In terms of animation, in the case 43

of the NMFs synchronization, the channels involved could be 44

animated by an independent controller. In the case of scene 45

description, the entities, often impersonated by the two hands, 46

move and act in relation to each other. The required animation 47

is more precise and controlled. 48

Once again, the sequence of glosses, precisely because of its 49

sequential aspect, is insufficient. 50

Let us take the example of the sentence "The frog jumps into 51

the lake". This sentence should be signed with two proforms: 52

one for the lake with the non dominating hand performing a 53

wide C-shaped configuration to show the outlines of the lake, 54

and one for the frog with the dominant hand. The latter jumps 55
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into the lake, which results in a jumping movement of the dom-1

inant hand towards the space delimited by the non dominant2

hand.3

A parameterized sequence of glosses where the proforms are

indicated by the suffix "_pr" would give :

[LAKE][LAKE_pr][FROG][FROG_pr][JUMP] (4)

Again, a sequence of glosses does not transcribe the simul-4

taneity of the signs.5

Sign Inflection. The contextualization of the signs leads to6

modifications of the citation form of some signs in order to in-7

sert them into the utterance. Inflections can be of several types8

(see Section 3.2) and characterized by a change in hand config-9

uration (e.g., proforms), trajectories (e.g., directional verbs) or10

amplitudes (e.g., size specifiers). Simple glosses do not provide11

such information.12

For instance, in French Sign Language, the sequence "I give13

a small balloon to him" encompasses the three phenomena and14

will be done with only two signs : (i) a sign to specify the given15

object ("the small balloon") with a size specifier and (ii) the sign16

[GIVE] with the hand configuration corresponding to a small17

balloon (’O’ configuration) and a motion going from the signer18

to the side.19

It can be represented using different gloss sequences which

will have an impact on the resulting animation. With a sequence

of simple glosses, this would give:

[I][HE][SMALL][BALLOON][GIVE] (5)

This would certainly result in the concatenation of many iso-20

lated signs in their citation form. The utterance would not be21

grammatically correct.22

However, the use of parameterized glosses can cover this type

of inflection:

[BALLOON_small][GIVE_’O’ config_I→ he] (6)

The representation (6) only contains two glosses, a first gloss23

naming the specified object and a second gloss corresponding to24

an inflected sign that can be retrieved from a database or gen- 25

erated on-the-fly. This parameterized representation will cer- 26

tainly achieve a result more similar to what a real signer would 27

do. However, it implies a very large database containing an im- 28

portant number of inflected signs or a synthesis engine capable 29

of understanding the syntax of the representation and of creat- 30

ing the corresponding sign (e.g., by creating the desired size of 31

the object as a linear combination of the two extreme sizes of 32

the same object present in a database). 33

Timing Information. There are two philosophies in timing 34

management for signing avatars. This timing can be (i) indi- 35

cated explicitly, in a relative or absolute manner, in the repre- 36

sentation of the utterance at the input of the synthesis model 37

(in this case, it is an additional constraint for the model) [45], 38

or (ii) computed by the synthesis model according to the con- 39

straints of the system [28, 60]. For example, if the sentence is 40

a concatenation of movement segments present in a database, 41

the timing will be constrained by the length of these segments. 42

Sequence of gloss representations, whether parametric or not, 43

do not account for the timing but only for the linear order of the 44

signs. 45

5.1.2. Examples of Representations 46

We describe here four ways of representing the SL utter- 47

ances, each addressing different problems. 48

EMBRScript: Representing Absolute Timing. The EMBRScript 49

represents non-contextualized signs in the form of k-pose- 50

sequences. With this script, an utterance is considered as a 51

sequence of glosses, except that the timing of the signs is ex- 52

plicitly indicated in an absolute way [45]. Apart from this tim- 53

ing information, the shortcomings of this representation are the 54

same as those of the simple gloss sequence representation (no 55

consideration of the context and synchronization of non-manual 56

channels). 57

Example: 58

I 300→ 1190 59

DANCE 1220→ 2620 60

NOT 2650→ 3000 61
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ATLAS and HLSML: Representing Inflections. For the ATLAS1

project of the Italian team of Turin, a focus is done on the in-2

flected signs: a sign is defined as the combination of a base3

sign (the citation form) and context-dependent modifiers. These4

modifiers can be of different types: sign relocation, speed mod-5

ification, trajectories modification, sign resizing, sign iteration6

or hand configuration modification [60, 59].7

Their article [59] takes the example of the sentence “Cloudy8

at north-east. During the evening, cloudiness increases at north-9

west” which is interpreted in their animation language as:10

north-east;11

zone (relocated top-left);12

cloud (relocated top-left);13

instead;14

evening;15

cloud (repeating and shifting from top-left16

to top-right);17

more (relocated top-right);18

zone (relocated top-right);19

In the same way, HLSML was developed by López-Colino et20

al. [101, 102] for their Spanish Sign Language avatar. It uses an21

XML-based notation to represent inflected signs (see Fig. 21)22

or to change the location of a sign. Moreover, time information23

can be included in the representation to constrain the realization24

of the signs.25

Fig. 21. The representation of the inflected sign [TO GIVE] in the expres-
sion "to give a book" in HLSML. The hand configuration used for the sign
[TO GIVE] is the one of the sign [BOOK] named "clBOOK" ("book clas-
sifier").

An utterance is therefore defined as a sequence of contextu-26

alized glosses which are a form of parameterized glosses with27

the same limitations.28

P/C Model: Representing Synchronization. A common way to 29

analyse a sentence structure in natural language processing for 30

oral languages is to display it in the form of a syntax tree [103]. 31

However, the multichannel aspect of SL makes it difficult to 32

describe an SL utterance as a syntax tree. In his work, Huen- 33

erfauth proposes to represent an SL utterance in the form of a 34

3D syntax tree [104]. He thus defines a formalism, called Par- 35

tition/Constitute (P/C) model which is a 2D representation of a 36

3D syntax tree to which restrictive rules have been added. This 37

representation allows to visualize from left to right the temporal 38

axis and from top to bottom the body channels. The nodes of the 39

3D tree are represented by rectangles (leaves are the "atomic" 40

rectangles that surround a text while the root is the rectangle 41

that surrounds the whole, the other rectangles are the different 42

branches). This representation allows to manage the coordina- 43

tion of the different channels between themselves as well as the 44

use of certain proforms (see Fig. 22 and 23). 45

There is no precise timing information but the "sequential 46

ordering within channels and coordination relationships across 47

channels" are made explicit. 48

Fig. 22. Example of the P/C modeling of the sentence “I did not dance” in
ASL. The coordination of the negative headshake with the signs [DANCE]
and [NOT] is explicit (figure done using the representation described
in [104]).

Azee: Representing Function-to-forms Associations. With the 49

Azee representation, the common assumption that an SL sen- 50

tence is defined as a sequence of glosses is questioned. The 51

originality of Azee is that it is based on the minimal linguis- 52

tic assumption that the language is a system where observable 53

forms are associated, in a systematic way, to a meaning. To 54

capture those systematic associations, Azee implements produc- 55

tion rules: invariant function-to-forms correspondences where 56
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Table 2. Comparison of the utterance representations.

Representation NMFs syn-
chronization

Co-
occurrence of

Signs

Sign
Inflection

Timing
Information

Sequence of glosses 7 7 7 7

Sequence of parameterized glosses 7 7 3 7

EMBRScript [45] 7 7 7 3

ATLAS [105, 60] 7 7 3 7

HLSML [101, 102] 7 7 3 3

P/C Formalism [104] 3 (3) 7 7

Azee [106, 107] 3 3 3 3

3: Good management of the functionality
(3): Partial management of the functionality
7: Functionality not managed

Fig. 23. Example of the P/C modeling of the sentence "The frog jumps
into the lake" in ASL. The ∅ symbol for the non-dominant hand during
the realization of the [FROG] sign makes it possible for the non-dominant
hand to hold the classifier of [LAKE] (figure done using the representation
described in [104]).

a function is the desired semantic meaning produced by the1

forms, the "visible states and movements of the body articu-2

lators" [106].3

Those production rules capture, using the same process, the4

formation of isolated signs (in this case, the states of the differ-5

ent channels for the production of this sign will be the forms,6

while the meaning of the sign, the gloss, will be the function)7

and higher-level syntactic mechanisms such as the relationship8

between entities (e.g., "A is an instance of B" or "A is an infor-9

mation on B") [107, 108]. Some rules can thus be parameter-10

ized according to the context (parameters A and B of the pre-11

vious examples) and, since all mechanisms are put on the same12

level, the nesting of production rules is done in a natural and13

direct way. A and B can be isolated signs or complex syntactic14

functions. A rule tree allows to visualize this type of nesting15

(see example of rules in Fig. 24 and a rule tree in Fig. 25).16

In practice, the production rules are derived from the analy-17

Fig. 24. Individual production rules of Azee (figure inspired from [109]).
The itemize(A) production rule, for instance, designate the function-to-
form association used to do a non-finite enumeration. It makes it possible
to create expressions like "theatres, restaurants, etc." in which case, the
itemize(A) rule is used twice with the parameter "A" taking successively
the values "theatre" and "restaurant". When performing the enumera-
tion, a head movement (hd:bob) is done at the end of each item.

Fig. 25. The rule tree of the sentence "Theatres, restaurants, etc. are usu-
ally deemed good" (figure inspired from [109]).

sis of the content of a corpus until an invariant form is found 18

for a large number of instances of the same function. For ex- 19

ample, if a left-to-right headshake is found with many instances 20

of negative utterances, a production rule associating the form 21

left-to-right headshake to the function negation will be created. 22

These production rules can be written in the form of temporal 23

scores (see Fig. 26) and are unambiguously interpretable by a 24

synthesis system. The rules are defined without a priori: the 25

lexical sequence as the base of an SL production is therefore 26

questioned. The sequence of signs is seen as one possible form 27
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in the same way as an eye blink or a headshake. In addition,1

if timing information has been found consistently for many in-2

stances of the same function, this timing is added to the forms3

of the function.4

Fig. 26. The Azee representation of the sentence "Theatres, restaurants,
etc. are usually deemed good" in the form of a sign language score (figure
inspired from [109]).

Moreover, there is ongoing work in order to associate Azee5

formalism with a pictogram representation to make it more6

accessible to the deaf community and obtain a writing system7

that can be directly interpreted and synthesized by an animation8

system [110].9

10

Table 2 provides an overview and a comparison of the utter-11

ance representations.12

5.2. Utterance Synthesis Approaches13

Two main utterance synthesis approaches are often distin-14

guished: the concatenative and the articulatory synthesis [64]15

(see Fig. 27). In the case of concatenative synthesis, the utter-16

ance objective is considered as a set of smaller objectives. Con-17

catenative synthesis involves a motion/sign database and con-18

sists in concatenating small chunks of existing data while artic-19

ulatory synthesis computes the sign language utterance directly20

from the gesture specification. Hybrid avatars with animation21

systems taking advantage of both techniques are also emerging.22

Fig. 27. Overview of the utterance synthesis techniques.

5.2.1. Concatenative Synthesis 23

It is the process in which chunks of pre-recorded or pre- 24

synthesized motions are concatenated successively and/or on 25

the different SL channels (see Fig. 28). Motion interpolation 26

or blending techniques are used to build the transitions between 27

two chunks of motions. Motion blending consists in doing, at 28

each frame, an interpolation of motions present in the database 29

to create new motion having the characteristics of the initial mo- 30

tions. The quality of the result strongly depends on the length 31

and granularity of the chunks of motion. The simplest and most 32

common approach is to consider motions at a gloss-level, but 33

smaller motion chunks can also be used, leading to a more pre- 34

cise control of the avatar animation. Motion synthesis is there- 35

fore based on an annotated database of signs (or finer grained 36

motions) that is queried to compose the utterance. The annota- 37

tion of the data is essential: the granularity of the synthesis is 38

restricted by the granularity of the annotation, and the presence 39

or absence of artifacts in the final animation depends partially 40

on the quality of the segmentation of the data. The database is 41

built and annotated offline while the sign concatenation can be 42

done online. Utterance representations based on sequences of 43

glosses are particularly suited to this synthesis technique. The 44

following paragraph details the different avatars technologies 45

that make use of concatenative synthesis for utterance synthesis 46

depending on the nature of the content of the original database. 47

Fig. 28. Multichannel Concatenative synthesis (image extracted from [83]).

Using Hand-Crafted Animations. In this case, concatenative 48

synthesis relies on a database of hand-crafted motions and on 49

motion interpolation to smoothen the transitions between the 50

concatenated gestures. Paula [57] and Elsi [29], the avatars 51

presented in Section 4.3.1, rely on this principle. Paula’s 52

motion is created in real-time by automatically combining and 53

possibly modifying the hand-crafted key postures in accor- 54
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dance to the desired sign language utterance. Elsi can sign full1

utterances created by concatenation of isolated signs designed2

by rotoscopy. Unfortunately, she can create very few novel3

utterances as rotoscopy does not provide for context-dependent4

signs. However, this method suits the application of Elsi5

who does not need to convey novel messages since she has6

to provide information in train stations to deaf passengers7

by combining pre-recorded fill-in-the-blank sign language8

utterances and isolated signs.9

10

Examples of avatars using concatenative synthesis with11

hand-crafted data:12

• Paula [57].13

• Elsi [29].14

• The Turkish Sign Language avatar of Yorganci et al. [63].15

• The Spanish Sign Language avatar of López-Colino et16

al. [101, 102].17

Using Automatically Generated Signs. It is also possible to18

build a sign language utterance by editing and concatenating19

signs extracted from a database of automatically keyframed or20

of procedurally synthesized signs. Annotation tags are queried21

to retrieve the relevant keyframes/signs from the database. The22

avatars relying on automatic keyframing for the generation of23

isolated signs (Section 4.3.1) often synthesize utterances by24

simple concatenation of whole signs.25

26

Examples of avatars using concatenative synthesis with au-27

tomatically generated signs:28

• The EMBR avatar of Kipp et al. [45, 52].29

• The avatar of Krnoul et al. [66].30

• The parametric avatar of Irving et al. [62].31

• The eSIGN avatar [111].32

Using MoCap Data. Concatenative synthesis on MoCap 33

data consists in combining and concatenating previously 34

captured motion chunks (often corresponding to a sign or 35

gloss segment). The transition between the motion chunks can 36

be done using different kinds of interpolation and blending 37

methods [24]. This concatenative synthesis produces realistic 38

motions on play-back sequences but the quality of the utterance 39

as a whole strongly depends on the quality of the synthesized 40

transition segments. Moreover, the signs will be played by the 41

avatar the exact same way as they were recorded. It means that 42

the objects described in the new utterance will have the same 43

aspect as the ones recorded. The creation of novel utterance is 44

thus limited by the motions available in the database. 45

46

Examples of avatars using concatenative synthesis with Mo- 47

Cap data (see section 6 for more details): 48

• The Sign3D avatar [28]. This system, characterized by 49

high fidelity captured motion (both corporal and manual 50

data, facial expression and gaze direction), proposes data- 51

driven synthesis at the sign/gloss level. 52

• The SignCom avatar [83]. This system allows for concate- 53

native synthesis at a phonological level. 54

5.2.2. Articulatory Synthesis 55

One of the drawbacks of concatenative synthesis, regardless 56

of the nature of the database, is that the input is often a se- 57

quence (of glosses or motions) while co-occurring spatial phe- 58

nomena (e.g., proforms or iconicity) are often present in sign 59

languages and cannot be fully captured by concatenation alone. 60

Therefore, another way to build utterances in sign language is 61

to create them on-the-fly following an utterance specification 62

and not depending on a predefined database of fixed motion 63

chunks. Iconicity, proforms, transitions between the signs or 64

co-occurring phenomena can be incorporated directly into the 65

sign description so as to take the context into account. 66

Sentences build this way can be precisely controlled but the 67

work of describing the utterance using a sign or a gesture spec- 68

ification (taken as input of such a system) can be extremely te- 69

dious. Furthermore, the resulting animation lacks realism and 70
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may be rejected by the Deaf community (in [112], the authors1

show that "natural movement" are the second most important2

requirement for the acceptance of the avatar). To our knowl-3

edge, only the GessyCA system [72] uses the articulatory syn-4

thesis alone to build utterances. The sequence of signs de-5

scribed with QualGest is assembled by combining sequentially6

and in parallel the atomic gestems using synchronization op-7

erators. Procedural approaches to animate an avatar at a sign8

level from a sign representation are commonly used but they9

are rarely extended to the utterance level. However, hybrid ap-10

proaches that mix articulatory and concatenative principles are11

more developed.12

5.2.3. Hybrid Synthesis13

Hybrid models take advantage of the strengths of concatena-14

tive and articulatory synthesis. The CUNY American research15

group worked on both procedural animation techniques and16

data-driven synthesis approaches using MoCap data and com-17

pared the two approaches in [82]. The sign language research18

team of the University of East Anglia also studied both tech-19

nologies, first with Tessa (concatenative) [96], followed by the20

eSIGN project (articulatory) [113]. They proposed to use Mo-21

Cap data to add realism to their procedurally animated avatar.22

DePaul University research group implemented this idea on23

Paula, their avatar animated with hand-crafted keyframes [58].24

Moreover, Paula was recently improved with IK solvers that25

procedurally modify the hand-crafted animations in order to26

synthesize context-dependant mechanisms such as proforms27

making it a fully hybrid avatar [114, 107]. The Italian Sign28

Language avatar of Lombardo et al. [60, 59] defined a con-29

textualized sign as the combination of a base sign (defined30

mainly by manual and automatic keyframing but also by Mo-31

Cap) and context-dependent modifiers (procedural methods or32

hand-crafted poses). It showed great promise but the project33

seems to have been frozen as no subsequent article has been34

published on the subject. In the same philosophy, the ASL35

avatar of Adamo et al. [115] relies on a multilayer system with36

a concatenative synthesis engine to query individual signs that37

are altered by procedural prosodic modifiers.38

6. Existing Systems 39

In this section, we present three SL avatars using differ- 40

ent sign and utterance synthesis approaches. To have a more 41

exhaustive overview, Table .3 lists and describes the existing 42

avatars. 43

6.1. JASigning and AnimGen 44

The Java Avatar Signing (JASigning) system is a multiplat- 45

form tool for the synthesis of any sign language [116]. It is 46

freely available for research purposes7. It integrates AnimGen, 47

an animation engine for SL synthesis developed for the ViSi- 48

CAST [74] and, later, the eSIGN [111] projects. 49

For isolated sign synthesis, AnimGen takes as input the 50

SiGML notation [47] of a sign and translates it into low-level 51

parameters for the animation based on inverse kinematic con- 52

trollers. 53

For utterance synthesis, the concatenative method is pre- 54

ferred: the signs are assembled to form utterances. Some inflec- 55

tions can be added to the isolated signs to take the context into 56

account: the location, direction, gaze and facial expressions of 57

signs can be changed. However those modifications can only be 58

applied at a sign level creating a possible over-synchronization. 59

The AnimGen module was used internationally in numerous 60

works from 2001 until today [21, 113, 116, 117, 74, 48, 118, 61

75, 119]. Notably, Hanke et al. [117] whose work focuses on 62

the study of timing differences on the SL channels, used Ani- 63

mGen to test their hypothesis on the synchronicity between the 64

hand configuration with respect to the hand location. In more 65

recent work, JASigning constituted the basis of Ebling’s anima- 66

tion module to test her machine translation system [21]. 67

The AnimGen module is suited for simple translation tasks 68

as it allows the creation of new signs and utterances. Indeed, 69

it only depends on a sign representation (SiGML) and not on 70

annotated data. However, the motions generated lack the nat- 71

uralness of human motion. In addition, it depends on a con- 72

catenative synthesis module to create utterances: simultaneous 73

7http://vh.cmp.uea.ac.uk/index.php/JASigning
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mechanisms cannot be captured by AnimGen and the inflections1

that can be added to the signs are limited by SiGML.2

6.2. SignCom and Sign3D3

The avatars SignCom [83] and Sign3D [28] aim to animate4

French Sign Language avatars with natural and realistic move-5

ments from captured human data. They rely on two databases:6

(i) a raw motion database in which the captured motion is stored7

as a hierarchical structure (the skeleton) with a set of transfor-8

mations applied to each joint, and (ii) a semantic database that9

serves as a mapping between the gloss level annotations and the10

movements contained in the first database. The Sign3D system11

operates at a sign/gloss level. Following a stereotyped syntac-12

tic scheme, it allows to precisely synthesize novel utterances by13

replacing signs or groups of signs. The building of utterances14

is done following an interactive graphical language [28]. Sign-15

Com is a multichannel system that operates on parallel chan-16

nels (lower body, torso, arms, hands, head, face, and eyes) cor-17

responding to phonological tracks [83]. The channels are tra-18

versed in a tree-like manner through a scripting language that19

activates animation engines adapted to the different parts of the20

body. Interpolation, blending and fading in/out operations en-21

sure co-occurrence between channels.22

For the synthesis of isolated signs, the appropriate sign is23

retrieved from the movement database. To do this, the seman-24

tic database makes it possible to find the movement(s) labelled25

with the desired gloss. If several movements correspond to the26

gloss, a choice can be made using various criteria: length of27

the time segment, profile of the movement, etc. The sign can28

be edited if necessary with a temporal inversion of the signal to29

change [TAKE] to [GIVE] or [LIKE] to [DO NOT LIKE]. As in30

most data-based systems, the synthesis of novel signs remains31

limited by the content of the MoCap database. For utterance32

synthesis, the captured and possibly edited captured signs are33

concatenated and the transitions are synthesized by motion in-34

terpolation or motion blending. An additional criterion for the35

retrieval of signs can be added: distance from previous and/or36

following movements [24].37

Despite different isolated sign synthesis techniques, JASign-38

ing and the avatars SignCom/Sign3D have the same drawback 39

regarding utterance synthesis: the synthesis mostly uses the 40

signs in their citation form and do not integrate complex mech- 41

anisms of SL such as proforms, or size and shape specifiers. 42

6.3. Paula-Azee 43

Paula (see Fig. 29) of DePaul University is an American Sign 44

Language avatar based on a multi-track animation engine while 45

Azee is a language modeling system, first used for French Sign 46

Language, that aims to represent the syntax of SL utterances in 47

a non-sequential way (see Section 5.1) [120]. Paula and Azee 48

were developed separately but they both rely on a multi-track 49

system which makes their connection possible. 50

Fig. 29. Paula from the DePaul ASL Avatar Project (image extracted
from [121]).

Paula is an hybrid system mainly animated with hand-crafted 51

keyframes but that can also take advantage of procedural ap- 52

proaches to add precision or realism. To build the set of hand- 53

crafted animations of the isolated signs, the PDTS classifica- 54

tion of Jonhson & Liddell (that defines signs as a sequence of 55

postures and transformation segments) is used as a template to 56

manually draw the keyframes of Paula [57, 58]. Procedural an- 57

imation of the spine can be added to increase the naturalness of 58

the animation. 59

For utterance generation, the hand-crafted animations of 60

Paula can be modified procedurally thanks to IK solvers in 61

order to synthesize proforms or spatial referencing mecha- 62

nisms [114, 107]. Moreover, Paula’s animation system relies 63

on a timeline of parallel tracks, including "mouth shape" track, 64
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"blink" track, "head movement" track, or "gloss" track, that is1

very similar to the Azee sign score shown in Fig. 26. Animation2

blocks can be placed in an asynchronous way on the different3

tracks of Paula’s animation timeline. The resulting animation is4

a combination of the effects of the multiple processes. A map-5

ping between Paula’s utterance specification tool and Azee’s6

formalism was created allowing Paula to be driven by Azee’s7

linguistic modeling [107].8

7. Discussion9

Previous work on sign language avatars do not often ex-10

plicitly discriminate isolated sign synthesis from utterance11

synthesis. However, we noted that, for a given avatar, signs and12

utterances are rarely built in the same way. The construction13

and animation of utterances call for an extensive knowledge of14

the linguistic specificities of sign languages. As sign languages15

are multichannel languages that involve the movement of16

several body parts in parallel as opposed to the sequential17

restriction of the oral medium, a particular attention must be18

given to the construction and synchronization of full utterances.19

20

Isolated signs can be created using hand-crafted or automati-21

cally computed keyframes, procedural animation or data-driven22

techniques.23

Keyframe-based techniques (either hand-crafted or automat-24

ically generated) give a non-continuous definition of motion25

where each keyframe is a given posture of an avatar at a26

given time. As the number of keyframes is too small to de-27

fine a smooth motion, interpolation between two consecutive28

keyframes must be performed. The resulting motion greatly29

depends on the definition of the keyframes and on the complex-30

ity of the interpolation. Hand-crafted animations require a te-31

dious process for which the realism of the results depends on the32

skills and choices of the graphics designer. They are generally33

based on a visual representation of signs (e.g., video recordings34

or drawings). Automated keyframing animations are based on35

keyframes generated using isolated targets and forward and in-36

verse kinematics algorithms.37

Procedural techniques take advantage of the temporal control 38

of systems (whether kinematic or dynamic), using cost func- 39

tions to be minimized to achieve objectives (e.g., moving tar- 40

gets), in order to create continuous motion. 41

In the cases of automatic keyframing and procedural tech- 42

niques, the targets are generated thanks to a sign representation 43

based on a phonological view of the sign. Both the automatic 44

keyframing and procedural techniques are appropriate for gen- 45

erating precise, configurable and flexible animation but produce 46

robotic and stiff motions since gaze direction, facial expression 47

and body movement are often not stated in sign specifications 48

where only the relevant manual features are described. Random 49

noise and signal processing methods are often used to improve 50

the final animation. 51

Still, those synthesis methods lack the expressiveness of hu- 52

man motion whereas, in data-driven techniques, the resulting 53

animation has the authenticity of natural human motion without 54

needing to add special treatments. MoCap is thus a great tool 55

for linguists and computer animators to analyze and synthesize 56

motion. It can be a way to find motion laws using statistics 57

on the data or to observe some linguistic phenomena of inter- 58

est. However, the calibration, capture and post-processing of 59

the data are complex, tedious and time-consuming. The Mo- 60

Cap equipment can be invasive with the presence of markers or 61

sensors potentially impacting the realization of the signs. 62

The capture of SL signs and utterances can be performed 63

in a limited space as the signer does not move during the lin- 64

guistic production but it also brings important technical con- 65

straints [122]: (i) the need to accurately capture gestures with 66

small but meaningful variations (the finger motions particu- 67

larly), (ii) the temporal dynamics (velocity, acceleration, jerk) 68

must be preserved which requires a high sampling rate and (iii) 69

the whole body is involved in sign language production: facial 70

expressions, torso motions and manual characteristics must be 71

captured simultaneously. Concerning the content of the corpus, 72

two main trends are often confronted. In Duarte’s PhD the- 73

sis [123], they are named breadth and depth. Breadth consists 74

in capturing a large number of different signs to try to cover 75
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the whole language, while depth consists in capturing a lim-1

ited set of signs numerous times with many variations (for ex-2

ample, by varying the location of the sign in space). As sign3

languages do not contain a finite number of signs due to mech-4

anisms such as proforms or role-shifts, and because capturing5

data is costly, covering all the possible signs in all the possible6

contexts (the breadth solution) is not a viable design solution.7

Moreover, the motion data, after being captured, is not directly8

workable. In the case of passive MoCap, the signer whose mo-9

tion are recorded is covered by numerous markers (sometimes10

more than 100). Those markers are often not or wrongly iden-11

tified by the motion capture system leading to a task of man-12

ual verification and relabelling. Then, potential gaps due to the13

occlusion of markers have to be filled. The resulting data (ei-14

ther from active or passive MoCap) may be filtered to remove15

unwanted noise. Finally, the joint orientations of the skeleton16

have to be reconstructed from the sensor data or from marker17

positions in order to obtain workable skeletal motion data in18

the form of a motion file.19

The use of data leads to the development of optimized mo-20

tion retrieval techniques to prevent slowing down the animation21

process. Moreover, the data must be annotated at a more or less22

fine-grained level depending on the animation technique. This23

annotation work can be tedious and time-consuming, especially24

when done manually. In addition, new sign language utterances25

are hard to generate from a limited set of motions in the26

database and context-based variation in the captured motions is27

not easy to synthesize which is a problem considering the great28

iconicity and variability of signed languages. Machine learning29

methods associated to MoCap data are a promising way to30

reduce the limitations of data-driven techniques. In the near31

future, with the advent of deep learning, captured motion data32

could be replaced by video data, thus facilitating the generation33

of SL content.34

35

Sign representations can be the basis for precise, flexible and36

fast generation of movements allowing for real-time animation.37

However, the exploitation of sign representations often requires38

the prior manual intervention of transcribers to perform the 39

mapping from a specific gloss to the lower-level sign represen- 40

tation. The automation of the gloss-to-representation mapping 41

is an open issue that greatly depends on the chosen sign 42

representation. Indeed, some representations are configurable 43

– the difference between [BIG BALLOON] and [SMALL 44

BALLOON] in Zebedee will only be a parameter to change 45

(the radius of the balloon) while it will be necessary to modify 46

each symbol if these same signs are described in HamNoSys. 47

The gloss-to-representation mapping for illustrative/iconic 48

signs can be automated using key words (like BIG or SMALL 49

in the previous example) while the correspondence for signs in 50

their citation form can only be done manually. 51

52

In the case of utterance animation, concatenative synthesis 53

consists in concatenating chunks of motion (corresponding to 54

the isolated signs previously defined or to sub-lexical struc- 55

tures) in order to create the utterance. This kind of synthesis 56

is based on a database built offline and often relies on a se- 57

quence of glosses to retrieve the relevant motions. The tran- 58

sitions between the motions are smoothened using signal pro- 59

cessing functions like blending or interpolation, and modifiers 60

of the original signs are often added to add prosodic cues or to 61

take into account the context of the sign. Concatenative syn- 62

thesis is an inherently sequential technique that can be seen as 63

contradictory to sign languages philosophy; however, concate- 64

nating chunks of motions along the temporal axis are not the 65

only option of concatenative synthesis. Little work has been 66

dedicated to the concatenation of smaller motions on the differ- 67

ent channels of sign language (hand configuration, motion, ori- 68

entation, facial expression, etc.) and this could be the focus of 69

future research. Currently, data-driven utterance synthesis sys- 70

tems rely on concatenative synthesis to achieve three linguistic 71

purposes: (i) replacing signs or groups of signs within an utter- 72

ance, (ii) replacing phonetic or phonological components and 73

in this way modifying the grammatical or semantic aspects of 74

the utterance, or (iii) altering prosody in the produced sign lan- 75

guage utterances [84]. 76
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Articulatory synthesis aims to build sentences on-the-fly1

based on a sign or gesture specification. The animation can be2

computed from biocontrol or inverse kinematics models. This3

approach can sometimes lead to real-time animation as no data4

has to be retrieved from a pre-built database.5

The benefits and drawbacks of articulatory and concatenative6

approaches are oddly complementary. On the one side, the7

articulatory techniques allow for a real-time generation of novel8

utterances but are poorly accepted by the Deaf community9

due to their inexpressive and robotic motions. On the other10

side, concatenative approaches based on MoCap technologies11

or hand-crafted signs allow for authentic, human-like motion.12

However, the variety of utterances that can be synthesized is13

limited by the initial corpus. Moreover, the sequential aspect of14

concatenative approaches, enforced by the sequential represen-15

tation taken as input, does not do justice to the richness of the16

language. However, new, non sequential ways of specifying17

utterances like Azee [106] or the P/C Formalism [104], or18

specifications taking sign inflections into consideration such19

as ATLAS [105] or HLSML [101], are being developed to20

overcome the limitations of the current representations.21

Hybrid models, taking advantage of the strengths of both22

the concatenative and articulaty approaches could result in23

a generic and well accepted avatar. Hybrid synthesis is a24

promising technique for sign language animation and will25

certainly be one of the main concerns of future work.26

27

Moreover, even though Non-Manual Features (NMFs) are28

mentioned and that some of the described techniques are used29

to animate the face and torso of the avatar, the focus of this30

survey is the animation of the avatar’s arms and hands. By no31

means do we want to lessen the importance of NMFs which are32

paramount in any sign language animation, a great part of the33

meaning being conveyed by them. A survey dedicated to the34

animation of facial expressions for sign language avatars was35

proposed by Kacorri [1].36

37

Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the challenges38

of animating SL avatars may be similar to the issues raised 39

by the generation of communicative gestures for Embodied 40

Conversational Agents (ECA), or more broadly for expressive 41

virtual characters. Indeed, as with SL avatars, ECA gestures 42

convey meaning and must demonstrate non-verbal behaviours 43

such as shrugs or head movements that can be associated with 44

the production of a speech utterance [124]. Consequently, 45

ECA’s gestures, like those of SL, must be precise, realistic, 46

and expressive. Different challenges have been identified in 47

the ECA community for deictic [125] or metaphoric gestures 48

(use of the form and motion of a gesture to convey abstract 49

concepts [126]), or more broadly for expressive virtual agent 50

gestures guided by semantics [127]. Such challenges are very 51

similar to those of the SL animation community. 52

53

Finally, as sign language avatars are mainly intended to be 54

used by the Deaf, their approval by the community is neces- 55

sary. A deaf person will be badly receptive to a robotic mo- 56

tion the same way a hearing person will to a robotic, unnatu- 57

ral voice. However, the quality of an avatar’s motions is not 58

the only factor guaranteeing the acceptance of the avatar: the 59

avatar’s appearance is also important. One of the main issues of 60

the human-looking avatars is the risk of falling into the uncanny 61

valley, first introduced by Mori in [128]. To prevent this risk, 62

some research teams on sign language avatars choose to give 63

a cartoon-like appearance to their virtual signers (e.g., avatar 64

of Sign360 [90] or Adamo et al. [115]). ’Cartoon’ avatars are 65

more easily accepted by the deaf population due to their likable 66

appearance but they bring specific problems (e.g., the gap be- 67

tween the proportions of the signer skeleton and of the 3D car- 68

toon avatar can impact the accuracy of the animations). Surveys 69

assessing the acceptance of sign language avatars by deaf peo- 70

ple have been made by Kipp et al. [112], by Adamo-Villani et 71

al. [129], and by Lu et al. [88, 82]. They show that non-manual 72

features like facial expressions and natural movements are of 73

great importance to deaf users. Such surveys provide precious 74

insights on the acceptance of the sign language avatars (e.g., 75

the choice of the colors for the avatar clothes, the presence of 76
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shadows and the absence of mesh interpenetration are very im-1

portant to improve the comprehensibility of the sign languages2

animations). Perceptual evaluation of signing avatar animations3

by deaf consumers should therefore be performed systemati-4

cally to ensure a good response to the technology.5
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